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The present thesis examines idioms in translation as they occur in Audrey Niffenegger’s The 
Time Traveler’s Wife (2005) and its French translation Le temps n’est rien (2006) by Nathalie 
Besse and Jean-Pascal Bernard. Its objective is to explore the transfer of idioms from the source- 
to the target language, review the translation strategies used to recreate them and observe the 
changes engendered by the process. 
 
The theoretical part of the thesis discusses the field of phraseology, studies various 
phraseological units and then dives into the subject of idioms, examining their types and 
considering them from the point of view of cross-linguistic equivalence. Lastly, it focuses on 
idiom translation, reviewing its challenges and different translation strategies. The empirical 
part of the thesis provides a comparison between the selected examples of idioms and their 
target-language counterparts, and discusses the effectiveness of their translation. 
 







Magistrsko delo preučuje idiome v prevodu na primeru romana The Time Traveler’s Wife 
(2005) pisateljice Audrey Niffenegger in njegovem francoskem prevodu Le temps n’est rien 
(2006) prevajalcev Nathalie Besse in Jeana-Pascala Bernarda. Njegov cilj je raziskati prenos 
idiomov iz izvornega v ciljni jezik, preučiti prevajalske strategije, ki se v ta namen uporabljajo, 
in odkriti spremembe, ki nastanejo kot posledica omenjenega procesa.    
 
Teoretični del magistrskega dela obravnava področje frazeologije, preučuje različne 
frazeološke enote in se z obravnavo različnih vrst idiomov ter njihovega medjezikovnega 
ujemanja poglablja v tematiko samih idiomov. Nazadnje se osredotoča na prevajanje idiomov, 
izzive, ki jih to prinaša, in različne prevajalske strategije, ki se uporabljajo pri prenosu idiomov 
iz izvornega v ciljni jezik. Empirični del podaja primerjavo med izbranimi primeri idiomov v 
izvornem romanu in njihovimi prevodnimi ustreznicami, predlaganimi s strani prevajalcev, ter 
razpravlja o učinkovitosti ciljnega besedila. 
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Since each language has its own set of fixed expressions, it can hardly be expected to encounter 
numerous linguistic elements with similar forms in any two languages of choice, even less so 
when it comes to idioms. As there are usually very few idioms that can be translated with direct 
target-language equivalents (i.e. equivalents of equal or similar idiomatic value), idiomatic 
language is generally considered as one of the most challenging parts of translation.  
 
This thesis will explore the extent to which the same holds true for translation from English to 
French, since the two languages have evolved side by side for centuries. The British and the 
French have a common history dating back to the Norman Conquest in the 11th century, when 
both languages coexisted and essentially mixed. The Old English language was directly or 
indirectly affected by French, which was particularly apparent in changes in lexicon and 
grammar of the Middle English. Correspondingly, over fifty percent of the present-day English 
words are of French origin (Baugh and Cable 2002, 158-78), hence the possibility of similar or 
even identical idioms in both languages. 
 
The purpose of the thesis is to focus on idioms as they occur in Audrey Niffenegger’s novel 
The Time Traveler’s Wife (2005) and its French translation Le temps n’est rien (2006) by 
Nathalie Besse and Jean-Pascal Bernard. The thesis will not only examine (near-)identical, but 
also similar idioms (which bear the same core meaning but differ either in form or imagery), 
parallel idioms (which convey the same or similar idea with a different choice of words, and 
hence different imagery), and, finally, idioms with no idiomatic target-language equivalents. 
The purpose is, in fact, to discover how they transfer from one language to the other, using 
different translation methods, as well as the changes the process may bring about. 
 
The thesis is divided into a theoretical and empirical part, and then further separated into 
chapters. In the theoretical part, I discuss the field of phraseology, examine different 
phraseological units, clarify the difference between idioms and fixed expressions and then 
address idioms, their types and cross-linguistic equivalence. Then I examine idiom translation, 
its challenges and difficulties, and review different translation strategies. In the empirical part, 
I analyse a selection of thirty idioms in translation, compare their occurrence in the source and 
target languages and provide my own solutions in cases where I consider Bernard and Besse’s 
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translation as inaccurate. I conclude the thesis with a chapter on my findings about whether 










Phraseology is a relatively new branch of linguistics, “loosely defined as the study of 
conventional phrases, where ‘phrase’ means any multi-word expression up to sentence level” 
(Pawley 2001, 122, as cited in Gabrovšek 2005, 168). After years of being defined as a branch 
of lexicology, phraseology has gradually gained independence, thanks to a great number of 
researchers, among which notably Richard J. Alexander, Anthony P. Cowie, Franz J. 
Hausmann, Peter A. Howarth, James R. Nattinger, Ronald A. Carter, Norbert Schmitt, Morton 
W. Benson, Rosamund E. Moon, Thierry Fontenelle, Josette Rey-Debove, Alain Rey and John 
McH. Sinclair, who have contributed greatly to the phenomenon of multi-word items 
(Gabrovšek 2005, 76). 
 
The focus of phraseology can be illustrated by Sinclair’s clarification of the relationship 
between language text and meaning. He proposes two different models of interpretation. The 
open-choice principle examines words as independent semantic items which represent a 
separate choice, and are, upon completing a unit (that may either be a word, a phrase or a 
clause), only restricted by grammaticalness. Another name for the principle is also a “slot-and-
filler” model, which only further illustrates the idea of a text considered as a series of slots that 
can be filled at random, provided that it conforms to grammatical restraints of a given language 
(Sinclair 1991, 109). The second model suggested is the idiom principle, also known as the 
collocational principle, the phenomenon of coselection and the phraseological tendency, which 
considers the way in which the selection of a word influences the selection of the adjacent words 
(Ibid., 110). This principle, therefore, underlies the idea that words function in preferred 
sequences, which do not occur at random, and are not only the result of grammaticalness, but 
also the tendency of certain words to complement others. “These and the other consequences 
of sequence preference together might be called phraseology” (Hunston 2002, 138, as cited in 
Gabrovšek 2005, 77). 
 
Having been long regarded as a subdiscipline of lexicology that focuses on phraseological units 
(Gläser 1978, 271-72, as cited in Vrbinc 1997, 128-29), phraseology, along with its typologies, 
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has yet to be further elaborated upon. Overlapping features and ambiguous definitions of 
phraseological units do, in fact, not allow for a clear separation of multi-word items, let alone 





2 Phraseological Units 
  
Another term for a phraseological or multi-word unit is phraseme. While fairly uncommon in 
English sources, in several other languages, among which French as well, phraseme is often 
preferred to and appears more frequently than other widely used terms (Dobrovol'skij and 
Piirainen 2005, 30). According to Dobrovol'skij and Piirainen, the reason lies in the fact that 
phraseme “[…] covers all kinds of conventional multi[-]word units […]”, while fixed 
expression or fixed unit subsume elements (such as idioms and collocations) that are to a certain 
extent prone to transformation, and are, therefore, not absolutely fixed. As idiom is more often 
than not used in its narrow interpretation denoting frozen and non-transparent multi-word units, 
its hyperonymic use covering all the phraseological units is not that ideal either (Ibid., 30; Moon 
1998, 4). As far as phraseological unit and phraseologism are concerned, they appear to “sound 
unusual in English” (Dobrovol'skij and Piirainen 2005, 29-30). In order to avoid constant 
repetition of one and the same term, in the present thesis, phraseme, multi-word and 
phraseological unit will be used to designate the umbrella term for all the established 
subcategories, while idiom will be employed in its narrow sense denoting relatively fixed and 
opaque units that represent the core element of the field of phraseology. 
 
Though phrasemes generally have a relatively fixed form, they do not necessarily carry a 
nonliteral meaning. Such transparent units include routine formulae, such as Nice to meet you 
and I beg your pardon, which despite being “conventionalised multi[-]word units” have a rather 
transparent meaning (Coulmas 1981, as cited in Dobrovol'skij and Piirainen 2005, 38). Another 
such type of phrasemes are grammatical phrasemes, among which, for instance, in spite of, not 
only – but also and for the time being, which have parallel counterparts in other languages, as 
well (Dobrovol'skij and Piirainen 2005, 38).  
 
In English, special attention must also be paid to phrasal verbs. As they consist of combinations 
of verbs and particles, they, too, are classified as multi-word units. Although many phrasal 
verbs can be considered literal (to hold together, to carry away), “there are no clear borderlines: 
dictionaries of phrasal verbs list them together with idioms and other word strings resembling 
idioms (e.g. shoot down – shoot one’s mouth off; hold to – not hold a candle to, etc.)”. (Ibid.) 
As far as aphorisms, slogans, quotations, maxims, winged words and other similar units are 
concerned, they should not be treated as independent phrasemes. According to Dobrovol’skij 
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and Piirainen (2005, 38), “[s]uch linguistic items are either conventionalised (lexicalised)[,] and 
thus belong to the lexicon (e.g. as members of the classes of idioms or proverbs),” or not, in 
which case they are qualified as “free quotations, slogans etc. and do not belong to the scope of 
linguistics [...]". 
 
Idioms are the most typical examples of units with a nonliteral meaning, which also explains 
why they are the most widely discussed among the phraseological items. The runner-up class 
is that of proverbs (every dog has its day, beggars can’t be choosers) that are mostly classified 
as nonliteral, as well. (Dobrovol'skij and Piirainen 2005, 38, 50) Similes as institutionalised 
comparisons, generally recognized by their conjunction or particle (as or like: as good as gold, 
live like a king), partly belong to the category, as well, since they not always carry a transparent 






3 Idioms and Fixed Expressions 
 
In phraseology, terminology remains problematic. As there are few universally accepted 
interpretations, one term may designate different units, while, at the same time, various terms 
may be employed to describe one and the same. The definitions of phraseological units are 
unclear and their features often overlap. The perfect example that supports the claim is the 
confusion that arises when it comes to the interpretation and use of the terms fixed expression 
and idiom.  
 
Fixed expression is a general term, often used to describe different kinds of phrasal lexemes, 
phraseological units, and multi-word lexical items which subsume collocations, proverbs, 
routine formulae, sayings, similes, allusions, slogans, mottoes, clichés, catch phrases, 
binomials, trinomials, phrasal verbs and metaphors (Moon 1998, 2-25; Gabrovšek 2005, 163). 
Another important phraseological unit is idiom which several dictionaries treat as one and the 
same phenomenon as fixed expression (Moon 1998, 4). 
 
In other words, idiom, too, is a vague term which may often overlap with fixed expression, and 
is generally associated with various uses. Narrower definitions limit it to a fixed and 
semantically opaque, non-transparent unit, as is, for instance, kick the bucket. Such segments 
are often specified as pure idioms (Cowie 1988, 133, as cited in Moon 1998, 4). Broader 
interpretations, however, usually characterize it as a general term for various multi-word items, 
be they metaphorical or not (Moon 1998, 4), whence the difficulties in distinguishing idioms 
from fixed expressions. 
 
Baker points out that idioms and fixed expressions are “frozen patterns of language which allow 
little or no variation in form”. Idioms as multi-word units carry a relatively non-transparent 
meaning (the degree of opacity varies depending on the type of idiom) which essentially differs 
from the one conveyed by the mere sum of their individual parts. In general, they can, therefore, 
not be subject to change of word order, deletion or addition of a word, replacement of one word 
with another or change of grammatical structure (2011, 67), though in some cases idiom 
transformations are, in fact, possible. According to Baker, fixed expressions, on the other hand, 
often carry a rather transparent meaning, but still have to be examined as a unit for one to 
establish their meaning. Only then can fixed expressions be associated with the typical contexts 
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in which they occur, which, finally, also accounts for their widespread use in any language of 
choice (2011, 67-68). Ladies and Gentlemen, having said that, as a matter of fact and all the 








Idioms are the central and most prominent type of phraseological units which intrinsically 
represent the most irregular class of phrasemes (Dobrovol'skij and Piirainen 2005, 39). They 
are an entirely different category of lexemes, as well, and can, as such, even be recognized by 
“linguistically naïve speakers” for their structure and semantics considerably differ from other 
lexical units and the way they occur in any text of choice (Fellbaum 2007, 11). As Katz and 
Postal (1964, as cited in Fellbaum 2007, 11) and Sinclair (1991, 11-12) suggest, idioms do, in 
fact, not comply with the rules of lexical composition, and do, therefore, not follow Sinclair’s 
“slot-and-filler model” (Sinclair 1991, 11), by which text is considered as a series of slots to be 
filled at random, provided that it adheres to the syntactic and semantic rules, but reveal much 
greater complexity. 
 
As the most extensively studied and widely discussed type of phrasemes, idioms are the subject 
of markedly different interpretations. The two main and most frequently observed ones differ 
substantially from one another. In the broader sense, idiom is understood as an umbrella term 
for multi-word items, be they “semantically opaque or not” (Moon 1998, 4), and is usually not 
elaborated upon in terms of further typology. As an advocate of this theory, Makkai, for 
instance, “uses [idiom] to cover non-compositional polymorphemic words such as blackbird as 
well as collocations and constructions that are not freely formed (1972)” (as cited in Moon 
1998, 4). Narrower uses, however, limit it to a fixed and semantically opaque unit that is 
sometimes referred to as pure idiom (Fernando and Flavell 1981, passim; Cowie 1988, 133, as 
cited in Moon 1998, 4). Typical examples include kick the bucket and spill the beans, which are 
not to be interpreted literally, since they are not mere sums of their parts, but carry entirely 
different meanings: ‘to die’; ‘to disclose something confidential’ (CED). 
 
Though their definitions vary, according to Fernando, idioms are generally characterized by 
three distinctive features, the first one being compositeness, by which idioms are “commonly 
accepted as a type of multi[-]word expression (red herring, make up, smell a rat, the coast is 
clear, etc.)” (3). The second feature different authors, including Fernando, agree upon is 
institutionalisation, the process that takes strings of words and turns them into conventionalized 
expressions, while the third and last one of the most frequently mentioned characteristics she 
observes is semantic opacity, by which “an idiom is not [deciphered as] the sum of its 
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constituents” but regarded as a unit that bears a different, nonliteral meaning (Fernando 1996, 
3).  
 
Dobrovol’skij and Piirainen’s findings are consistent with Fernando’s in that they define idioms 
as multi-word items characterized by stability, “frozenness or lack of combinatorial freedom” 
that does, however, allow some variation (2005, 40). Another important feature Dobrovol’skij 
and Piirainen suggest is idiomaticity which they describe “as a semantic interpretation and/or 
opacity and as [the fact of] being closely related to the notion of figurativeness” (Ibid.). These 
three criteria are also suggested by several other linguists, including Černyševa (1975), 






5 Types of Idioms 
 
In his close analysis of fixed expressions, Makkai (1972, as cited in Moon 1998, 10) proposes 
a means of identifying idioms and distinguishing them from non-idioms. “There are[,] [in fact,] 
many idioms whose lexicogrammar is the same as that of ad hoc constructions […]” (Fernando 
1996, 42). A fine example is spill the beans that could with regard to structure be considered 
both an idiom (“‘commit an indiscretion’” (1996, 42)) and an impromptu combination (“‘let 
fall the leguminous seeds’” (Ibid.)). Such expressions can be defined as idioms of decoding, 
and may sometimes lead to ambiguity. Idioms of encoding, on the other hand, “do not show 
constructional homonymity” (Fernando 1996, 42). They represent “‘phraseological 
peculiarities’[,] [as are, for instance, nothing loath and easy does it (Fernando 1996, 42)][,] or 
“‘phraseological idioms’, involving collocational preferences and restrictions, such as the use 
of at in he drove at 70 m.p.h.” (Moon 1998, 10). Makkai’s differentiation between idioms of 
decoding and those of encoding is, therefore, based respectively on their semantics and 
lexicogrammar (Moon 1998, 10).  
 
Another classification, proposed by both Fernando (1996, 35-36) and Moon (1998, 22-23), 
divides idioms into three categories, according to their opacity: pure idioms (opaque 
metaphors), semi-idioms (semi-transparent metaphors) and literal idioms (transparent 
metaphors). Pure idioms are conventionalized multi-word expressions with a non-transparent 
meaning that “is imposed on [them] as a whole” (spill the beans: not ‘let fall leguminous seeds’ 
but ‘commit an indiscretion’) (Fernando 1996, 35-36). When it comes to pure idioms, 
compositional decoding is, in fact, nearly, if not utterly impossible, as can be observed in the 
examples bite the bullet, kick the bucket and over the moon (Moon 1998, 23). To decipher their 
meaning, one has to consult a dictionary. Semi-idioms have at least one literal and one nonliteral 
part that in combination with one another produce a special meaning, as in, for example, foot 
the bill, where the sense of ‘pay’ only emerges as the result of the co-occurrence of those two 
specific words (Fernando 1996, 36). Some semi-idioms are prone to lexical variation, as can be 
seen in “blue ‘obscene’ film/joke/gag/story/comedian” (Fernando 1996, 36). Their decoding is 
rather difficult, since several interpretations could arise from the reference, should a speaker 
not be familiar with the idiom’s institutionalised meaning (Moon 1998, 22-23). Typical 
examples include throw in the towel, grasp the nettle and the pecking order (Moon 1998, 23). 
The final category consists of literal idioms which meet the criterion of (limited) invariability 
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but prove to be the least semantically complex of the three classes (Fernando 1996, 36). As 
transparent metaphors, they can be decoded by means of a person’s practical knowledge, as 
illustrated by the examples behind someone’s back, breathe life into something and pack one’s 
bags (Moon 1998, 22). Due to a lack of semantic opacity, literal idioms will not be treated as 






6 Cross-Linguistic Equivalence 
 
As phraseological, and hence, linguistic units, idioms are an integral part of language, and 
reflect a nation’s historical, cultural and sociological identity (“[…] saj so [idiomi] prepleteni z 
zgodovinsko, kulturno in sociološko identiteto nekega naroda, […]; Češčut 2005, 138). As 
throughout history, nations have encountered different obstacles, they have developed some 
concepts and expressions of their own, with some of them so unique and closely intertwined 
with their identity that they have no direct equivalents in other languages. Accordingly, the 
translation of idioms may be quite challenging, particularly so, if the source (L1) and target 
languages (L2) do not share common roots. If they, however, have been in contact or the nations 
have experienced similar difficulties, the possibilities of comparable and even parallel 
formulations are considerably stronger. (Češčut, 2005, passim; Baker, 1999, passim).  
 
Since English and French coexisted for a very long time, “[…] a considerable transference of 
words from one language to the other [was] inevitable” (Baugh and Cable 2002, 168). Although 
the trade was reciprocal, a significantly larger number of French words was introduced into 
English than vice versa, as in the past, both English language and culture were considered 
inferior to those of the French. The greatest inflow of all time was engendered by the Norman 
Conquest and its impacts on the social and political spheres. The changes, were, however, not 
immediate. New words were gradually, but definitively introduced into the vocabulary, and the 
process has continued up to today, mostly due to close cultural relations between the two nations 
and countless opportunities for the exchange, but also convenience, as the borrowing has over 
the years practically become a force of habit. (Ibid.) Therefore, similar idiomatic structures are 
expected to be encountered in both languages. 
 
In his analysis (2011, 7-9), Dobrovol’skij proposes four categories of phraseological 
equivalence, thereby separating cross-linguistic counterparts into full and partial equivalents, 
phraseological parallels and non-equivalents.  
1. Full or absolute equivalents are idioms of source (L1) and target (L2) languages “which 
are identical with regard to meaning, syntactic and lexical structure, and imagery basis”, 
yet in some cases tolerate morphological or lexical variations (Ibid.). A typical example 
would be English to be all ears and its French equivalent être tout oreilles.  
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2. Partial equivalents carry an identical or near-identical meaning, but differ either in 
lexical or syntactic form, or the imagery basis, as is evident from English to bite the dust 
and French mordre la poussière, when compared to German ins Gras beißen (‘to bite 
the grass’).  
3. Phraseological parallels are defined as “different idioms of L1 and L2 which correspond 
to each other in the core meaning, but not with regard to the image component”. In other 
words, they convey the same or similar ideas, but prefer a different choice of words, and 
hence use different imagery. One of the typical examples Dobrovol’skij suggests is 
English to buy a pig in a poke as compared to French acheter chat en poche (‘to buy a 
cat in a sack’) or Slovenian kupiti mačka v žaklju (which is otherwise a full equivalent 
of its aforementioned French counterpart).  
4. Non-equivalents are idioms that have no idiomatic counterparts in the target language, 
as is true for, for instance, “the Russian idiom objasnit’ na pal’cax čto-l. (lit.: ‘to explain 
sth. on fingers’) meaning ‘to explain sth. as simply as possible’ […] ” (Dobrovol’skij 
2011, 7-8) 
 
Full equivalents are extremely scarce; so much so that Dobrovol’skij (2011, 21) considers them 
“accidental exceptions” rather than the true cross-equivalents, as they could be perceived in the 
most rigid sense of the word. A wider interpretation, however, allows for two methods of idiom 
equivalent or rather near-equivalent identification in any two languages (Dobrovol’skij 2011, 
11). The first one consists of authentic text analysis with the purpose of finding translations of 
such idioms, and is defined as translational equivalence. Systematic equivalence, though, 
pinpoints them by means of an exactly reverse process, starting from language system and 
proceeding to text. The essential aim of the equivalence analysis within the field of phraseology 
is to find “counterparts which can be used in the same concrete situations without any 
informational loss”, also specified as functional equivalents (Dobrovol’skij 2011, 11), which is 




7 Idiom Translation 
 
Translation as such demands extensive theoretical and practical knowledge of both source and 
target languages, close attention to detail and experienced professionals, who, preferably, 
translate into their mother tongue or language of habitual use (Baker 1999, passim). When it 
comes to idioms, translation is significantly more complex, as one needs to “recognize and 
interpret [them] correctly”, and transfer “the various aspects of [their] meaning […] into the 
target language” (Baker 1999, 65). And the task in hand is more challenging than it might seem. 
 
7.1 Idiom Interpretation 
 
As there are several different types of idioms, identifying them often proves to be difficult. 
Contrary to “expressions which violate truth conditions, such as It’s raining cats and dogs 
[…]”, “expressions which seem ill-formed because they do not follow the grammatical rules 
[…], [as][,] for example[,] trip the light fantastic […],” and “expressions which start with like 
[…]”, as in like water off a duck’s back, there are two major conditions in which idioms may 
be misinterpreted upon the first encounter (Baker 1999, 66). Certain idioms carry both an 
idiomatic meaning and a literal one, which explains why some translators fail to detect them. 
Mimicking non-phraseological structures, they offer contextually valid literal interpretations, 
which may engender the loss of figurative meaning in the transfer from L1 to L2 (e.g. take 
someone for a ride in the sense of “‘deceiv[ing] or cheat[ing] someone in some way’”). (Baker 
1999, 66) Ostensibly similar or equivalent idioms can be just as problematic, since the 
resemblance between them may only be superficial. While the structure of the target language 
idiom might mirror the one occurring in the source language, their meanings may partially or 
completely differ. A fine example is the English pull someone’s leg, used in the sense of 
“tell[ing] someone something untrue as a joke in order to shock them temporarily and amuse 
them when they find out later that it was a joke”. Though at first glance appearing nearly 
identical to the English expression, its French counterpart “tirer la jambe (‘pull the leg’)” 
carries an entirely different meaning which is “to drag one’s steps”. (Ibid., 66-67) A person not 





7.2 Difficulties in Idiom Translation 
 
When an idiom has been detected and interpreted, the translation process can begin. To produce 
adequate target-language counterparts, however, additional obstacles, different from those 
encountered with interpretation, have to be surmounted. According to Baker, idiom translation 
involves four major problems translators are to confront. (1999, 68) 
 
7.2.1 There may be no idiom equivalent in the target language 
 
The first one represents cases involving idioms with no equivalent counterparts in the target 
language. As languages choose different ways of expressing a certain meaning, this should not 
come as a surprise, but rather as a confirmation of a reasonable supposition. While some 
languages use a single word to describe a particular concept, others prefer to communicate it in 
the form of a transparent fixed expression or an idiom. Some idioms may also be specific to 
cultures from which they originate, which is why they prove to be considerably more difficult 
to translate. Such instances often include particular social or religious affairs. A typical example 
is the formula Merry Christmas which is virtually nonexistent in cultures that do not uphold 
Christian traditions. A similar problem arises from the occurrence of the fixed formulae Yours 
faithfully and Yours sincerely that are essentially used in formal correspondence, but have no 
direct equivalent either in French (e.g. Veuillez agréer l'expression de mes sentiments les 
meilleurs (CRFDO) which literally translates as ‘Please accept, Sir/Madam, the expression of 
my best sentiments’ (my translation)) or in many other languages. (Baker 1999, 68) 
 
7.2.2 There may be a similar target-language idiom which is used in a different 
way 
 
Another problem a translator might face is the occurrence of idioms that have resembling 
counterparts in both source and target languages, especially so if they happen to be used in 
different contexts, “[…] have different connotations […] or [are] not […] pragmatically 
transferable” (Baker 1999, 69). Fernando and Flavell (1981, as cited in Baker 1999, 69), for 
instance, compare the English idiom to skate on thin ice with its Serbian counterpart navući 
nekoga na tanak led (‘to pull someone onto the thin ice’). While the former means ‘to act 
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unwisely or court danger voluntarily,’ the latter implies a sort of coercion. As the contexts, in 
which they appear differ from one another, one must be very careful with translation. 
 
7.2.3 The source-language idiom may bear both an idiomatic and literal meaning 
 
If an idiom carries both an idiomatic and a literal meaning, its transfer to a target language is 
considerably more difficult, as well (Baker 1999, 69). If there is no target-language equivalent 
that agrees with the source-language idiom in form and meaning, the word play may well be 
lost in translation (Ibid.). To poke one’s nose into, for instance, is an idiom that could, depending 
on the context, be interpreted literally or figuratively. In such cases, a play upon words “can 
only be reproduced in languages such as French or German which happen to have an identical 
idiom or at least an idiom which refers to interfering in other people’s affairs and which has the 
equivalent of nose in it (Baker 1999, 70)”. Languages that lack such expressions can, however, 
hardly produce counterparts that would be just as effective as the source-language idioms are.  
 
7.2.4 Target-language conventions regarding the use of idioms may differ from 
the source-language ones 
 
When translating, one should also consider the register and context in general, as the use of 
idioms may not always be as advisable in the target language as it is in the source language 
(Baker 1999, 70). As Baker suggests (1999, 70-71), the use of idioms in English mostly reflects 
style, which is why we often observe it in the tabloid press and advertisements, while quality 
press prefers to avoid idioms altogether. In Arabic, Chinese and some other languages, there is 
an even stronger distinction drawn between the spoken and the written word, which is reflected 
in the fact that written texts, perceived as highly formal, rarely ever contain idioms. (Baker 
1999, 71) That is why a translator should always be extremely careful not only with the choice 
of words, but also the contexts in which they can or cannot occur. 
 
7.3 Idiom Translation Strategies 
 
To produce an accurate idiom translation, it is imperative its characteristics be transferred to 
the target language. In terms of semantics that includes providing a target-language counterpart 
that is denotatively, connotatively and metaphorically or contextually adequate. (Vevar 2001, 
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119, as cited in Valenčič Arh 2007, 569) Its translation depends not only on whether a similar 
idiom exists in the target language, but also on a variety of other factors, including its 
importance and possible recurrence in the text, as well as the (in)appropriateness of idiomatic 
language in specific registers of the target language (Baker 1999, 72; Dobrovol’skij 2011, 14). 
In other words, when it comes to choosing a suitable translation strategy, context, too, is of the 
utmost importance. (Baker 1999, 72)  
 
Although at first glance, the ideal solution might seem to be to provide a similar target-language 
idiom, the adoption of any strategy must not be too hasty, as one should also examine and strive 
to successfully recreate its original style, register and rhetorical effect (Baker 1999, 72). 
According to Baker (Ibid., 71-78) and partly Valenčič Arh (2007, 567-73), idiom translation 
can be done by the use of different methods. These include finding a target-language idiom with 
a similar meaning and form, one with a similar meaning and a different form, translating by the 
use of paraphrase and translating by omission or compensation. These are the categories on 
which the empirical analysis in the following chapters will be based, as well. 
 
7.3.1 Target-Language Idiom with a Similar Meaning and Form 
 
Although translation by the use of an idiom that is similar in meaning and form is often viewed 
as the optimal method of choice, it proves to be rarely achievable in practice and is generally 
considered more of an exception than a rule (Baker 1999, 72; Dobrovol’skij 2011, 11). The 
transfer is generally only possible in case of a “cultural overlap, e.g. [his life hangs on a thread] 
[and] [sa vie ne tient qu’à un fil], or […] a universal experience, e.g. [cast a shadow over] and 
[jeter une ombre sur]” (Newmark 2001, 88). 
 
In general, translators tend to search for similar target-language structures, and greatly prefer 
them to non-idiomatic functional equivalents (Dobrovol’skij 2011, 12). In cases where they 
manage to find L2 idioms that match the L1 idioms in all aspects of their meaning, this can be 
considered as the optimal translation strategy, as it essentially produces (near-)perfect 
equivalents. The problem arises when they are so intent on delivering a target-language idiom 
that they do it at the cost of an accurate translation. According to Doherty (1996, 443-44, as 




[t]his is mostly due to a prejudice interfering with our target-language competence: we feel 
bound to the forms of the original in every detail as each of them seems to manifest the 
author’s choice. We try to find as many similar forms as possible and ignore our target-
language intuition, which would often make us prefer different forms. 
 
In other words, instead of thinking in the frame of the target language, one may feel obliged to 
follow the source language, and thus find oneself striving to follow the original idiom (possibly) 
to the last word and produce a target-language idiom, albeit an inaccurate one. At first glance, 
for instance, the idioms to be long in the tooth and avoir les dents longues (lit.: ‘to have long 
teeth’) seem to be cross-language equivalents, but a quick look at dictionary definitions reveals 
they have entirely different meanings. While the former is an unkind or humorous way of saying 
someone is ‘old or ageing’ (CED), the latter translates as ‘to be very ambitious’ (‘être très 
ambitieux’, PR).  
 
Another example of translation by the use of a target-language idiom with a similar meaning 
and form is also the English expression storm in a teacup and its French equivalent tempête 
dans un verre d'eau.  
 
7.3.2 Target-Language Idiom with a Similar Meaning but a Different Form 
 
As various languages have undergone different evolution processes, not all of their concepts 
have been formulated on the basis of the same images. Compared to the previous method, 
finding parallel L2 idioms which carry a similar meaning to their L1 counterparts, yet take 
different structures, therefore proves to be much easier (Baker 1999, 74). In such cases, the L2 
idiom expresses a comparable concept by means of different lexical items (Valenčič Arh 2007, 
571). This method is especially suitable when the target language lacks an idiom (nearly) 
identical to its L1 equivalent, but is also often applied when the translator either decides to be 
creative or concludes that a different phraseme would enhance the understanding of the target 
group (Valenčič Arh 2007, 571). Examples illustrative of the method include the English saying 
one good turn deserves another, along with the corresponding French expression à beau jeu, 
beau retour (“’a handsome action deserves a handsome return’”) (Baker 1999, 74), other fish 
to fry and d’autres chats à fouetter, as well as if you can’t beat them, join them and il faut hurler 




Newmark (2001, 89) remarks that “[a] good translator is bound to view these and a thousand 
more such complex metaphors […] with scepticism […]” for he perceives them as “mothy”, 
“clichified”, “archaic”, “sometimes […] pithy” and “more often [the bearers of unrealistic] 
image[s]”. Moreover, he believes such expressions to be more often used by second-language 
speakers than the natives, and suggests they should many a time be avoided just for their 




If a target-language equivalent is impossible to determine or an idiom as such is considered 
inappropriate in the register or context of the target language, translators often choose to 
reformulate the expression (Baker 1999, 74). In such cases, translation by paraphrase is 
essentially the most common idiom-translation method (Baker 1999, 74). Although at times 
regarded as the most suitable translation strategy, it is, however, definitely not the optimal 
solution, since the connotation and the expressive function of the source expression may well 
be lost in translation (Valenčič Arh 2007, 573). Phrasemes are, in fact, not just a means of 
expressing ideas, but also a way of enriching the text with figurativeness (Valenčič Arh 2007, 
573). The loss of the metaphorical and even the semantic value can be observed in the following 
example, suggested by Baker (1999, 76). 
 
Source text (Language and Society, no. 16 (1985), p. 4): 
One frequent criticism of the Manitoba Government throughout the language 
controversy was that it never seemed to get a handle on the issue. 
 
Target text (French, p. 4): 
Tout au long de la controverse linguistique, on reprocha fréquemment au gouvernement 
du Manitoba de ne pas réussir, selon toute apparence, à maîtriser la situation. 
 
Back-translation: 
For the whole length of the linguistic controversy, the government of Manitoba was 





The above example serves as a perfect illustration of the fact that the connotative image and the 
denotative meaning of the original text can often get lost in the transfer from the source to the 




Since languages have been formed in different environments and under unlike circumstances, 
some of them may lack certain concepts that others perceive as fundamental. If a source-
language idiom does not have a close target-language counterpart, is difficult to paraphrase or 
stylistic guidelines of the target language advise against its occurrence in particular registers, it 
may not be transferred to the target text at all. This method is called translation by omission. 




Another frequently used strategy is translation by compensation. It essentially consists of 
omitting idiomatic expressions or minimizing their importance at a certain point in the text, and 
introducing them later on (Baker 1999, 78). Baker explains that the strategy is not limited to 
the field of idioms or even fixed expressions in general, but is also applicable for the purpose 
of “mak[ing] up for any loss of meaning, emotional force, or stylistic effect which may not be 
possible to reproduce directly at a given point in the target text” (1999, 78).  
 
A prominent example of the compensation strategy can be observed in translations of Astérix 
(Ibid.), a series of comic-book stories well-known for its distinctively figurative and culturally-
specific language. As the translators had trouble transferring certain puns at exactly the same 
point in the text, they “’have sometimes resorted to inserting English puns (of equivalent impact 
rather than equivalent meaning) in different frames of the cartoon’” (Mason 1982, 29, as cited 
in Baker 1999, 78). 
 
Another good example can be found in the French translation of Kipling’s short story Red Dog. 
In the source text, Kipling uses the archaic thou, thy and thee to express respect. Since the 
grammatically equivalent French pronouns tu, te, and toi do not match the original from the 
stylistic point of view, the translation was done by means of the compensation strategy. To 
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produce a similar stylistic effect in the target language, the honorific connotation, which is in 
the source-text conveyed by the archaic form of the second person singular, is expressed by the 
use of the vocative. (Vinay and Darbelnet 1995, 199) 
 
Source text: 
Indeed I was seeking thee, Flathead. 
 
Target text: 









The practical part of my thesis consists of analysing idioms in translation and different strategies 
used to transfer them from the source language to the target one, as seen in Audrey 
Niffenegger’s The Time Traveler’s Wife and its French translation Le temps n’est rien by 
Nathalie Besse and Jean-Pascal Bernard. I compare the texts in the original and target 
languages, determine the types of idiom equivalence, analyse the transfer-related changes or 
lack thereof and comment on the (in)effectiveness of idiom translation. 
 
The novel boasts a large number of phraseological units, which is one of the reasons why I have 
decided to focus only on idioms. Moreover, while the analysis of other types of phrasemes 
would undoubtedly produce interesting results as well, idioms are specific and complex enough 
to be considered separately. As, compared to other phrasemes, their translation can often require 
more resourcefulness and creativity, they can bring us to especially intriguing findings. For the 
purpose of this analysis, I have, thus, chosen to focus only on idioms, specifically in their 
narrow interpretation which includes pure and semi-idioms. Due to their transparency, literal 
idioms are, however, not relevant for this analysis. 
 
On account of its ambiguous and conflicting interpretations, the term fixed expression has not 







Audrey Niffenegger is an American writer and artist born in South Haven, Michigan, USA, in 
1963. Published in 2003 as her debut novel, The Time Traveler’s Wife grew to be an 
international bestseller that sold over seven million copies. It became such a success that it was 
even adapted for film in 2009. (Niffenegger 2017; Julia 2014) 
 
Niffenegger published a few other books after that, including Her Fearful Symmetry in 2009, 
The Night Bookmobile in 2010, Raven Girl in 2013 and Bizarre Romance which was created in 
collaboration with Eddie Campbell in 2018. She is now working on a sequel to The Time 
Traveler’s Wife with the working title of The Other Husband. (Niffenegger 2017) 
 
The Time Traveler’s Wife was translated into forty different languages (Julia 2014). The French 
translation, entitled Le temps n’est rien (lit.:‘time is nothing’), was done by Jean-Pascal Bernard 
and Nathalie Besse and published in 2006.  
 
My analysis began by reading the two books, identifying idioms and comparing them in both 
languages. To identify idioms, I have decided to focus on their narrow interpretation which 
describes them according to the following three criteria: 
1. compositeness: idioms are multi-word constructions 
2. structural fixedness: idioms are conventionalized expressions with a relatively fixed 
structure 
3. semantic opacity: idioms bear a relatively non-transparent, idiomatic meaning. 
 
While this is not the only possible idiom interpretation, it is the one I have found most suitable 
for the purpose of the practical analysis, as it facilitates accurate idiom identification and is, 
thus, especially appropriate for the pragmatics of such a study. In accordance with this premise, 
semantic opacity has been adopted as the main criterion in both the identification and analysis 
of idioms in translation. Accordingly, the present thesis examines the occurrence of idioms; 
more precisely, pure and semi-idioms in English and French, and their transfer from the former 
to the latter. Due to their semantic transparency, literal idioms have not been considered as 
idioms, and have, consequently, been excluded from the analysis. 
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For comparing source and target idioms, I have adopted Dobrovol’skij’s categorisation of 
phraseological equivalence by which idioms are divided into four different groups: 
1. full or absolute equivalents, which are characterized by an identical meaning, syntactic 
and lexical structure, as well as the same imagery basis 
2. partial equivalents, which carry an identical or near-identical meaning but differ in 
either lexical or syntactic form, or the imagery basis  
3. phraseological parallels, which match in their core meaning but prefer a different choice 
of words and imagery 
4. non-equivalents, which subsume idioms with no idiomatic counterparts in the target 
language. 
 
In line with this classification, I have examined idioms in terms of translation strategies, 
analysing how the translators transferred them from the original to the target texts. The 
strategies include translation by the use of: 
1. a target-language idiom with a similar meaning and form1 





Based on these criteria, I selected 30 idiom instances that include at least one example per 
category or translation strategy (if there was one). Then I compared the source-language idioms 
with their target-language counterparts suggested by the French translation. To establish or 
verify definitions of source-language idioms, I consulted the following dictionaries: 
- Collins English Dictionary (CED) 
- Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary & Thesaurus (CALDT) 
- Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (LDCE)  
- Macmillan Dictionary (MD). 
 
To verify whether an idiom’s translation was adequate, I consulted Collins Robert French 
Dictionary, be it in its printed (CRFD) or online version (CRFDO). In case it did not provide a 
(suitable) definition, I then consulted Oxford Hachette French Dictionary (OHFD). Based on 
                                                 
1 This category also includes idioms with identical meanings and forms. 
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these findings, I examined whether the transfer from the source to the target language had been 
successful. When necessary, I consulted Le Nouveau Petit Robert (PR) or the Centre National 
de Ressources Textuelles et Lexicales database (CNRTL) to get more information on specific 







The present analysis examines 30 idioms translated from English into French as they occur in 
Niffenegger’s The Time Traveler’s Wife and its translation Le temps n’est rien done by Besse 
and Bernard. The idioms were selected in such a way as to provide at least one idiom pair per 
phraseological equivalence category or idiom translation strategy if there was one. The analysis 
observes the way in which idioms were translated from one language into the other and the 
changes engendered by the said transfer. Moreover, it examines idioms from the point of view 
of phraseological equivalence and discusses their effect on the reader to determine the 




In fact, I am feeling old, in the way only a twenty-eight-year-old can after staying up half the 
night drinking overpriced vodka and trying, without success, to win himself back into the good 
graces of Ingrid Carmichel. (9) 
 
En fait, je me sens vieux, comme seul en est capable un type de vingt-huit ans qui a passé la 
moitié de la nuit à boire une vodka hors de prix et à tenter, en vain, de reconquérir les bonnes 
grâces d’Ingrid Carmichel. (21) 
 
CED defines in someone's good graces as ‘regarded favourably and with kindness by someone’. 
The French counterpart suggested by the bilingual CRFDO is être dans les bonnes grâces de 
qn (‘be in someone’s good graces’2) which is a full equivalent of the source-language idiom. 
They match in meaning, imagery basis and both syntactic and lexical structure. The translators 
used the strategy of translation by the use of a target language-idiom with a similar meaning 






                                                 





She’s really more almost our mom; I mean, my mother is...well, Etta’s just always there, and 
she’s German and strict, but she’s very comforting, and my mother is kind of off in the clouds, 
you know? (14) 
 
- [...] C’est une seconde mère, en fait. Vois-tu, maman est un peu… Enfin, bref, Etta est 
toujours là. Elle est allemande et très stricte, mais elle nous réconforte, alors que ma 
mère est souvent dans les nuages, si tu vois ce que je veux dire. (26) 
 
In English, there are two canonical forms listed in the dictionaries: in the clouds and to have 
your head in the clouds. Their definitions vary. While CALDT defines to have your head in the 
clouds as 'to not know the facts of a situation', LDCE offers the meaning of ‘think[ing] about 
something in a way that is not practical or sensible, especially when you think things are much 
better than they really are’. Similarly, CED suggests the meaning of in the clouds is ‘not in 
contact with reality'. Based on the context, the second and the third choices are more suitable 
than the first one, as Clare’s mother does seem to live in her own world and is disconnected 
from reality. According to CRFDO, to have one’s head in the clouds translates as avoir la tête 
dans les nuages. PR defines it as 'être distrait, se perdre dans les rêveries confuses' ('to be absent-
minded, to get lost in daydreams'). The idioms in question are full equivalents that match in 
their meaning, form and imagery, which is why their translation must have been relatively easy 
to come up with. The strategy used is translation by the use of a target language-idiom with a 




“Wow. Your family has servants. This sounds a little out of my league.” (14) 
 
- Alors tes parents ont des doméstiques ! J’ai comme l’impression qu’on ne vient pas 
tout à fait du même monde. (26) 
 
While CALDT defines to be out of your league as ‘to be too good or too expensive for you’, 
LDCE suggests to be out of your league means ‘to not be skilled or experienced enough to do 
or deal with something’ which is the more suitable definition in this context. As far as its target-
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language equivalents are concerned, CRFDO translates to be out of one’s league as ne pas être 
de taille, whereas CRFD only defines it in the form of the emphatic utterance this is way out of 
your league!, suggesting tu ne fais pas le poids! and tu n’est pas de taille! as appropriate 
translations. PR defines ne pas faire le poids as ‘ne pas avoir les capacités requises pour faire 
face à qqch., a qqn,’ (‘to not have what it takes to face sth’) or ‘ne pas pouvoir soutenir la 
comparaison avec (qqn, qqch.)’ (‘to not be able to stand comparison with sb or sth’). Être de 
taille à (‘to be capable of’) is, similarly defined as ‘avoir la force suffisante, les qualités 
nécessaires pour…; être capable de’ (‘to have enough strength, the qualities required for…; be 
capable of’). 
 
Based on the above-mentioned definitions and the context of this sentence, the translators made 
the right choice by translating the idiom by means of a paraphrase. While it could at first glance 
seem more appropriate to translate out of your league by the use of one of the suggested target-
language idioms, especially ne pas faire le poids in the sense of his situation not being 
comparable to hers, the solution proposed by the translators, namely ne pas être du même monde 
(‘to not move in the same circles’), might actually be a more sensible one, as it suggests a clear, 
unambiguous solution that does not allow of misunderstandings about what Henry wants to say; 
they come from different worlds and he is not used to having servants: “Wow. Your family has 
servants” (Niffenegger 2005, 14). Unfortunately, the connotative image of the source-language 




“Well, my family isn’t posh; they’re musicians. My father is Richard DeTamble and my mother 
was Annette Lyn Robinson.” 
“Oh–the singer!” 
“Right. And he’s a violinist. He plays for the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. But he never really 
made it the way she did. After Mom died he was just treading water.” (17) 
 
- […] Eh bien, moi, ma famille n’est pas du genre huppé. Ce sont des musiciens. Mon 
père est Richard DeTamble et ma mère était Annette Lyn Robinson. 
- La chanteuse ? 
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- Exact. Lui, il joue du violon. Au sein du Chicago Symphonic Orchestra. Hélas, il n’a 
jamais percé comme ma mère. Dommage, car c’est un violoniste formidable. Mais 
après le décès de maman sa carrière a stangé. (28) 
 
The CED’s most suitable definition for to make it that fits this context is ‘to be successful in 
doing something’. CRFDO translates it into French as réussir, which means ‘to succeed’ and is 
an explanatory translation of the source-language idiom. Instead of translating the idiom by 
merely providing its explanatory equivalent, the translators at least decided to choose a verb 
with a richer connotative image, which certainly is a better solution. The source- and target-
language idioms are phraseological non-equivalents, as the L1 idiom to make it does not have 




“Well, my family isn’t posh; they’re musicians. My father is Richard DeTamble and my mother 
was Annette Lyn Robinson.” 
“Oh–the singer!” 
“Right. And he’s a violinist. He plays for the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. But he never really 
made it the way she did. After Mom died he was just treading water.” (17) 
 
- […] Eh bien, moi, ma famille n’est pas du genre huppé. Ce sont des musiciens. Mon 
père est Richard DeTamble et ma mère était Annette Lyn Robinson.  
- La chanteuse ? 
- Exact. Lui, il joue du violon. Au sein du Chicago Symphonic Orchestra. Hélas, il n’a 
jamais percé comme ma mère. Dommage, car c’est un violoniste formidable. Mais après 
le décès de maman sa carrière a stagné. (28) 
 
The idiom to tread water means ‘to not make progress, especially because you have to wait for 
something else to happen first’ (MD). In this context, that would mean that Henry’s dad failed 
to make progress regardless of the fact that he was a great violinist, which is entirely correct. 
Bernard and Besse transferred it to French by means of an explanatory translation, which is a 
shame, as there is a more figurative equivalent available they could have used instead. In fact, 
CRFD translates it as faire du sur-place which PR explains as ‘ne pas avancer’ (‘to not 
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advance’). Rather, the translators considered to tread water as an idiom that does not have a 






“It seems like a shame to just gobble everything up all at once. I mean, a little anticipation 
wouldn’t hurt anything.” 
Clare is abashed. “I’m sorry! But, you know, in my case, I’ve been anticipating for years. And 
it’s not like cake...you eat it and it’s gone.” 
“Have your cake and eat it too.” 
“That’s my motto.” (19–20) 
 
- Claire ? 
- Oui* ? 
- Ça paraît un peu dommage de tout engloutir d’un seul coup. Je veux dire, un peu 
d’attente ne gâcherait rien. 
Elle est confuse : 
- Oh, pardon ! Mais tu comprends, de mon côté, ça fait des années que j’attends. Et puis, 
c’est pas comme un gâteau : sitôt mangé, sitôt disparu. 
- Alors on peut avoir le beurre et l’argent du beurre ? 
- C’est aussi ma devise. (31–32) 
 
Have your cake and eat it (too) is an idiom derived (shortened) from the proverb You can’t have 
your cake and eat it (too). It means ‘to have all the benefits of a situation when, in fact, having 
one thing means that you cannot have the other’ (MD). CRFD translates it as on ne peut pas 
avoir le beurre et l’argent du beurre (ne pas pouvoir avoir le beurre et l’argent du beurre or 
‘to not be able to have the butter and the money used to buy the butter’), which means the 
translators did a good job of finding a phraseological parallel that works as a functionally 
appropriate equivalent in French. The strategy used was translation by the use of target-









“It seems like a shame to just gobble everything up all at once. I mean, a little anticipation 
wouldn’t hurt anything.” 
Clare is abashed. “I’m sorry! But, you know, in my case, I’ve been anticipating for years. And 
it’s not like cake...you eat it and it’s gone.” 
“Have your cake and eat it too.” 
“That’s my motto.” 
[…] 
“You get your way a lot, don’t you?” (19–20) 
 
- Claire ? 
- Oui* ? 
- Ça paraît un peu dommage de tout engloutir d’un seul coup. Je veux dire, un peu 
d’attente ne gâcherait rien. 
Elle est confuse : 
- Oh, pardon ! Mais tu comprends, de mon côté, ça fait des années que j’attends. Et puis, 
c’est pas comme un gâteau : sitôt mangé, sitôt disparu. 
- Alors on peut avoir le beurre et l’argent du beurre ? 
- C’est aussi ma devise. 
[…] 
- Tu parviens facilement à tes fins, pas vrai ? (31–32) 
 
LDCE defines to get/have your (own) way as ‘to do what you want to, even though someone 
else wants something different’ which describes this situation perfectly. CRFD offers two 
possible equivalents: n’en faire qu’à sa tête (‘(only) do as one likes’) and parvenir à ses fins 
avec qn, the latter being a translation of to have or get one’s wicked or evil way with sb as a 
humorous expression for the process of seduction. Parvenir à ses fins, however, also means ‘to 
achieve a certain state, a desired goal’ (‘arriver à un certain état, à un résultat espéré’; CNRTL), 
which is the most fitting definition for the above context. As there are no suitable idiomatic 








“How come you never told yourself about me?” 
“Oh. I don’t do that.” 
“Do what?” 
“I don’t usually tell myself stuff ahead of time unless it’s huge, life-threatening, you know? I’m 
trying to live like a normal person. I don’t even like having myself around, so I try not to drop 
in on myself unless there’s no choice.” 
I ponder this for a while. “I would tell myself everything.” 
“No, you wouldn’t. It makes a lot of trouble.” 
“I was always trying to get you to tell me things.” 
[…] 
“Did I tell you things?” he asks. 
“Sometimes. When you felt like it, or had to.” 
“Like what?” 
“See? You do want to know. But I’m not telling.” 
Henry laughs. “Serves me right. [...]” (24) 
 
- Henry ? 
- Mmmm ? 
- Pourquoi tu ne t’es jamais révélé mon existence ? 
- Oh. C’est contre mes principes. 
- Lesquels ? 
- Je ne me donne aucune information à l’avance sauf s’il s’agit d’un cas de force majeure, 
une question de vie ou de mort, tu comprends ? Je m’efforce de vivre comme tout le 
monde. Je supporte déjà assez mal ma proper presence, alors je m’arrange pour ne pas 
m’immiscer dans mes affaires, à moins de ne pas avoir d’autre choix. 
- Je ne me cacherais rien, dis-je après avoir réfléchi un moment. 
- Je suis persuade du contraire. Cela compliquerait beaucoup trop les choses. 
- J’esseyais toujours de te tirer les vers du nez. 
[…] 
- Est-ce que je me confiais à toi? m’interroge-t-il. 
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- Parfois. Quand tu en avais envie ou que tu y étais contraint. 
- Par exemple ? 
- Ah, tu vois ! Tu es dévoré par la curiosité. Mais je serai muette comme une tombe. 
- Je ne l’ai pas volé, rit-il. (36) 
 
To serve someone right is ‘used for saying that you think someone deserves something 
unpleasant that happens to them’ (MD). CRFD suggests the French equivalents of serves him 
right (to serve someone right) are c’est bien fait pour lui (être bien fait pour qn or ‘to be really 
made for him’) which could be translated as ‘he had it coming’, and il ne l’a pas volé (ne pas 
l’avoir volé or ‘to not have stolen it’) in the sense of ‘he deserved it’. The translators managed 
to find a phraseological parallel and thus translate the expression with a functional equivalent 
with a similar meaning and a different form, so that it works just as well in the target language 




This was around the time my musician parents recognized that their one and only offspring was 
not musically gifted. It wasn’t that I wasn’t trying; I just could not hear whatever it was they 
heard in a piece of music. I enjoyed music, but I could hardly carry a tune. And though I could 
read à newspaper when I was four, scores were only pretty black squiggles. (26) 
 
C’est vers cette époque que mes musiciens de parents ont compris que leur seul et unique rejeton 
n’avait pas l’oreille musicale. Ce n'était pas faute d’essayer, mais j’étais tout bonnement 
incapable d’entendre ce qu’eux entendaient dans un morceau. Et si je savais lire le journal à 
l’âge de quatre ans, une partition restait à mes yeux de jolis gribouillis noirs. (38) 
 
This is a clear case of compensation. As there are no direct French equivalents (CRFD) for to 
carry a tune (‘to sing musical notes correctly’, MD), Bernard et Besse omitted the source-
language sentence containing the idiom completely and compensated for it elsewhere. Instead 
of translating was not musically gifted as n’était pas doué musicalement, which would be a 
more literal translation, they chose to use a different, much stronger expression. Ne pas avoir 
l’oreille musicale (‘to not have a musical ear’) would translate into English as to be tone-deaf 
which literally means to be ‘unable to sing a tune correctly because you cannot hear the 
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difference between musical notes’ (MD). As “hardly [be able to] carry a tune” means not being 




I quickly case the joint for clothes and come up with nothing. (30) 
 
Je retourne la pièce, à la recherche de vêtements, mais en vain. (41) 
 
To case the joint is an informal expression for ‘look[ing] around a place that you intend to steal 
from in order to find out information’ (LDCE). CRFD suggests its French translation is 
‘surveiller la maison etc (avant un mauvais coup)’ (‘to monitor a house etc (before a big hit))’. 
As there are no direct phraseological equivalents, Bernard and Besse decided to translate it by 
means of a paraphrase. Retourner la pièce translates as ‘to turn the room upside down’. It seems 
the translators wanted to compensate for the loss of idiomaticity by choosing to use a more 
vivid expression in the target-language text. But whereas such compensation, in itself, is indeed 
welcome, the source- and target-language texts must still not convey different core meanings 
which ‘taking a quick look around the room’ and ‘turning it upside down’ definitely are. It 
would be better to simply translate it by examiner la pièce (‘to examine the room’) or maybe 




She’s obviously not waiting for me, I’m a stranger, and I’m sure that the first thing you learn 
in first grade is not to have any truck with strangers who show up naked in your favorite secret 
spot and know your name and tell you not to tell your mom and dad. (38) 
 
De toute evidence elle ne m’attend pas, je suis un parfait étranger, et je suis sûr que la première 
chose qu’on apprend au CP c’est d’éviter tout contact avec les inconnus qui surgissent tout 
nus dans votre planque préférée, qui connaissent votre nom et vous demandent de ne rien dire 
à papa et maman. (49) 
 
To have no truck with something or somebody means ‘to refuse to become involved with 
something or someone because you do not approve of it, him, or her’ (CALDT). According to 
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CRFD, it translates into French as refuser d’avoir affaire à qn (‘to refuse to have anything to 
do with someone’). The translators, however, opted for a different solution. As there are no full 
or partial equivalents, or phraseological parallels in the target language, they translated the 




Also I need to take a leak. (87) 
 
D’autant que j’ai besoin de pisser un coup. (97) 
 
To take a leak is a slang expression that means ‘to urinate (=to pass liquid waste from [one’s] 
body)’ (MD). CRFD translates it as pisser (‘to piss’). Accordingly, the translators transferred it 
into French correctly, using the method of translation by the use of a paraphrase. Consequently, 
the imagery and richness of expression of the L1 idiom were lost in translation. There is, 
however, a better, more direct French counterpart they could have used instead, namely lâcher 
de l’eau (‘to release water’), a partial equivalent of to take a leak. While it still differs from the 




“I don’t want to talk about it. Couldn’t you just take my word that he totally deserves it?” (93) 
 
- J’ai pas envie d’en parler. Tu n’as qu’à me croire sur parole si je te dis qu’il le mérite 
largement. (102) 
 
To take someone’s word (for it) means ‘to accept or believe what someone says’ (CED) without 
further proof because they know it, possibly from experience (CALDT). CRFDO translates it 
into French as croire qn sur parole (‘to believe someone’s word’) which is a non-idiomatic 
expression and, thus, not a phraseological equivalent of the source idiom in question. But as 
French does not have one, I believe that Bernard and Besse’s decision to transfer to take 







“Yeah. We went to this Italian restaurant and Laura and Mike were there, and à bunch of people 
from Theater class, and I offered to go Dutch but he said no, he never did that, and it was okay, 
I mean, we talked about school and stuff, football.” (94) 
 
- Ouais. On est allés dans un restau italien. Il y avait déjà Laura et Mike, et quelques 
autres de la classe de théâtre. J’ai voulu payer ma part mais il a dit non, il faisait jamais 
comme ça, et bon, ça m'a trop pas dérangée, je veux dire. On a parlé du bahut, de trucs 
et de machins, et de foot. (103) 
 
The idiom to go Dutch is defined as ‘to agree to share the cost of something, especially a meal’ 
(CALDT). CRFDO translates it as partager les frais (‘to share the cost’). Seeing that there are 
no phraseological equivalents for to go Dutch in French, I would say the translators’ decision 
to paraphrase it with payer ma part (‘to pay my part’) was a good one, as it fits the context 
semantically and stylistically (informal register). While it is still a paraphrase, I would say they 




“Hi, Jason,” Clare says. “I thought you might like to come out with us.” 
He does the same thing I would do, drops and rolls out of range, but he doesn’t do it fast enough. 
I’m in the door and I take a flying leap onto his chest and knock the wind out of him. (96–97) 
 
- Salut, Jason, lance Claire. J’ai pensé que t’aimerais peut-être te balader avec nous. 
Il fait ce que j’aurais fait à sa place – se laisser tomber et rouler vers un abri – mais il n’est pas 
assez rapide. J’ai franchi le seuil et je tombe sur son torse, lui vidant les poumons d’un trait. 
(106) 
 
Depending on the context, to knock the wind out of someone can mean either ‘to hit or throw 
someone, so that they cannot breathe easily’ (MD) or ‘to make someone feel less confident or 
less determined to do something, usually by saying or doing something that they are not 
expecting’ (CALDT). In this case, both can apply, and it is likely they do. CRFD suggests a 
few possible translations including couper la respiration or le souffle à qn (lit., fig.: ‘to take 
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someone’s breath away’) in the context of a blow, mettre qn hors d’haleine or essoufler qn (‘to 
cause someone to be out of breath’) in the context of a fall or exertion, and as far as mettre qn 
hors d’haleine is concerned, also in the context of a fight. The target-language text, however, 
only conveys the idea of literally knocking the air out of someone. Vider les poumons d’un trait, 
in fact, literally means ‘to empty lungs at once’, which implies the translators either failed to 
identify the second meaning or decided to only focus on the first one. They translated it by 




“He saw how I was dressed, concluded that I was easy meat, got obnoxious, wanted to beat me 
up, wouldn’t take no for an answer, and got a surprise. I was minding my own business, really 
I was.” (138) 
 
- Il a vu comment j’étais habillé, en à déduit que j’étais une proie facile, il est devenu 
odieux, à voulu se battre, à refusé de prendre un non pour une réponse valable, et il en 
a été quitte pour une surprise. Pourtant j’étais tranquille dans mon coin, à me mêler de 
mes affaires, je t’assure. (147)  
 
The idiom easy meat stands for ‘someone [who is deemed to be] easily seduced or deceived’ 
(CED). The two most suitable French equivalents are une cible facile (‘an easy target’) and une 
proie facile (‘an easy prey’) (CRFD) which is exactly the idiom the translators chose for this 
context. To create a similar text in French, they found an L2 idiom which is a partial equivalent 
of the L1 one, and translated the text by using the strategy of the target-language idiom with a 




“He saw how I was dressed, concluded that I was easy meat, got obnoxious, wanted to beat me 
up, wouldn’t take no for an answer, and got a surprise. I was minding my own business, really 
I was.” (138) 
 
- Il a vu comment j’étais habillé, en à déduit que j’étais une proie facile, il est devenu 
odieux, à voulu se battre, à refusé de prendre un non pour une réponse valable, et il en 
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a été quitte pour une surprise. Pourtant j’étais tranquille dans mon coin, à me mêler de 
mes affaires, je t’assure. (147)  
 
In this sense, mind your own business means ‘to be doing the things you normally do, without 
affecting what other people are doing’ (MD). Se mêler de ses affaires (‘to meddle with your 
(own) business’; CRFD) is its full equivalent that matches both the denotative and connotative 
meanings. Bernard and Besse used the strategy of translation by the use of a target-language 




I’m having trouble caring very much about the misdeeds of my earlier self, much less justifying 
them to Gomez. None of his business, anyway. (139) 
 
J’ai beaucoup de mal à me soucier des méfaits du moi d’autrefois, encore plus à les justifier 
auprès de Gomez. C’est pas ses oignons, après tout. (148) 
 
This example is similar to the previous one, as it includes the same idiom, just in a different 
version. With a changed perspective (the subject shifted from the speaker, Henry, to another 
person, Gomez), the meaning, especially the connotative one changes as well. Specifically, 
none of your business is ‘used for telling someone rudely that you are not going to tell them 
about something because it does not affect or involve them’ (MD), which is exactly what 
happens in the above situation. Henry believes he does not have to justify his actions to Gomez; 
they are none of his business or pas ses oignons (‘not his onions’) in French. The two idioms 
are phraseological parallels which bear a similar meaning but draw on different imagery. The 
translation strategy adopted was the translation by the use of a target-language idiom with a 




I’m having trouble caring very much about the misdeeds of my earlier self, much less justifying 
them to Gomez. None of his business, anyway. But he’s waiting for my answer. I stir cream 
into my coffee, watching the slight white scum on the top dissipate in swirls. I throw caution 
to the winds. It doesn’t matter, after all. 
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“What would you like to know, comrade?” (139) 
 
J’ai beaucoup de mal à me soucier des méfaits du moi d’autrefois, encore plus à les justifier 
auprès de Gomez. C’est pas ses oignons, après tout. Sauf qu’il attend une réponse. Je verse de 
la crème dans mon café, regarde la fine mousse blanche se diluer en tourbillon. Au diable la 
prudence ! Quelle importance, au fond ?  
- Qu’aimerais-tu savoir, camarade ? (148) 
 
To throw/cast caution to the wind(s) means ‘to stop being careful and do something that you 
know has risks’ (MD). The French translation proposed by CRFDO is oublier toute prudence 
(‘forget all prudence’). The translators, however, chose to make the translation a little more 
colourful, opting for an exclamatory utterance, au diable la prudence! (‘to hell with prudence!’) 
instead. As they did not find a suitable idiomatic equivalent, they transferred the L1 idiom to 




Gomez sits, watching me eating, his food untouched. I’ve seen Gomez do his thing in court 
with hostile witnesses, just like this. He simply wills them to spill the beans. (139) 
 
Gomez me regarde manger, sans toucher à son assiette. Je l’ai déjà vu faire ça au tribunal, face 
à des témoins récalcitrants. Pour les pousser à lâcher le morceau. (148) 
 
To spill the beans is a pure idiom that means ‘to tell someone something, often something that 
should be kept secret’ or, in other words, to reveal information that is likely confidential (MD). 
In that sense, the most generally used French equivalent of to spill the beans is probably vendre 
la mèche (‘to sell the wick’) which PR explains as ‘trahir un secret; dévoiler un dessein qui 
devait être tenu caché’ (‘to divulge a secret; to reveal information that was supposed to stay 
hidden’). In this context, however, the idiom lâcher le morceau is a more fitting choice as it 
proves to be more case-specific. In fact, PR defines casser, cracher, lâcher et manger le 
morceau as ‘avouer, parler’ (‘to confess, talk’), which confirms Bernard and Besse translated 
the idiom correctly, using a target-language idiom with a similar meaning and different form. 
CRFDO supports their decision as well, since it defines vendre la mèche as ‘to let out a secret’ 
and lâcher le morceau as ‘to confess’. Another phraseological parallel they could have used is 
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se mettre à table (‘to sit down at the table’) which in its figurative sense means ‘avouer’ (‘to 




“I will bring Clare.”  
Kimy beams at me. “I hope so. I’m gonna be your maid of honor, right?” 
“If Dad doesn’t shape up you can give me away. Actually, that’s a great idea: you can walk me 
down the aisle, and Clare will be waiting in her tux, and the organist will be playing 
Lohengrin….” 
“I better buy a dress.” 
“Yow. Don’t buy any dresses until I tell you it’s a done deal.” (215–216) 
 
Et j’amènerai Claire.  
Kimy rayonne. 
- J’espère bien. Je serai ta demoiselle d’honneur, pas vrai ? 
- Si papa ne relève pas la tête, tu pouras même me conduire à l’autel. Eh, mais c’est une 
excellente idée, ça ! Tu m’escortes le long de l’allée centrale et Claire m’attend au bout 
en smoking, pendant que l’organiste joue Lohengrin… 
- Il faut que j’achète une robe… 
- Minute, papillon ! N'achète aucune robe tant que je n’ai pas dit que c’est dans la poche. 
(224–225) 
 
A done deal is ‘something that has already been decided and cannot be changed’ (MD). In this 
case, it is used to refer to a wedding both parties are expected to agree upon. CRFD translates 
it as une affaire réglée (‘a settled matter’) which is a simple paraphrase, not an idiomatic 
construction. Fortunately, Bernard and Besse chose to use a different, more idiomatic solution. 
They presented a phraseological parallel, c’est dans la poche (être dans la poche or ‘to be in 
the pocket’) that means ‘c’est une affaire faite, c’est facile’ (‘it’s settled, easy’) and also 
translates into English as it’s in the bag (to be in the bag, CRFDO). In this case, the transfer 








“[…] Most women would have cried Uncle and turned on their answering machines months 
ago.” (223) 
 
- […] La plupart auraient jeté l’éponge et branché leur répondeur depuis des mois. (232) 
 
To cry or say uncle means ‘to admit failure’ (CALDT). CRDT translates it as ‘s’avouer vaincu’ 
(‘to admit defeat’). Fortunately, the translators found a better solution, namely the 
phraseological parallel jeter l’éponge (‘to throw the sponge’) that is also a functional equivalent 
of the English expression to throw in the towel. To transfer to cry Uncle to French, they used a 
target-language idiom with a similar meaning but different form and imagery. Aside from jeter 
l’éponge, there are a few more they could have used in this context, including, for instance, 
mettre les pouces (‘to give the thumbs’), which PR defines it as ‘s’avouer vaincu, céder’ (‘to 





Mama gives Janice a hard time and then pays her and I give Janice her tip when Mama’s not 
looking. (261) 
 
Après avoir dûment chapitré Janice, elle finit par la payer et je tends son pourboire à ma 
complice, à l’insu de maman. (271) 
 
To give someone a hard time means ‘to be unpleasant to someone, or to criticize them a lot’ 
(MD). CRFD translates it as en faire voir de toutes couleurs à qn (‘to make someone see all the 
colours’), which CNRTL defines as ‘(lui faire) subir des épreuves, des tracasseries’ (‘to subject 
someone to hardships, harassment’). Instead of translating the idiom with a phraseological 
parallel, the translators failed to determine its target-language equivalent and paraphrased it by 
using a simpler non-idiomatic construction, dûment chapitrer, which translates as ‘to lecture in 







I feel like a parade float, but Mama is making much of me; she’s fussing and taking pictures 
and trying to get me to put on more makeup. (262) 
 
J’ai, me semble-t-il, l’allure d’un char de carnaval ; toutefois, maman fait grand cas de moi, 
m’entoure d’attentions, me photographie sous tous les angles et m’incite à ne pas lésiner sur le 
maquillage. (272) 
 
According to CED, to make much of someone means ‘to pay flattering attention to’ them. CRFD 
translates it into French as faire grand cas de qch (‘to make a big case of something’). CNRTL 
defines as ‘l'estimer comme une personne ou chose (très) importante; l'apprécier (beaucoup)’ 
which means ‘to consider someone/something a (very) important; appreciate them a lot’. The 
idioms are partial equivalents. They have a similar meaning and form, and are even based on 




“Gomez wanted to name her Wednesday, but I put my foot down,” says Charisse. (334) 
 
- Gomez voulait l’appeler Mercredi, mais j’ai mis mon veto. (342) 
 
To put your foot down is an idiom. Macmillan Dictionary defines it as ‘to refuse very firmly to 
do or accept something’. CRFD translates it with the simple paraphrase ‘il faut réagir’ (falloir 
réagir) which means ‘it is imperative to react’. Fortunately, Bernard and Besse found a much 
better solution which enabled them to transfer the idiom to French by using a target-language 
idiom with a similar meaning and different form. Mettre son veto à une decision (‘to use veto 
on a decision’) is an idiom that expresses a refusal or rejection of a decision. The source- and 










When we get to Don’s, the joint is jumping; Don is holding court in an orange Hawaiian shirt 
and I wave to him. (424) 
 
On arrive chez Don en plein rush. Le patron plastronne en chemise hawaïenne orange. Je le 
salute d'un geste. (429) 
 
To hold court is an idiom that is used in a humorous way in the sense of ‘talk[ing] to a group 
of people who are all paying you a lot of attention because you are interesting, funny, or 
important’ (MD). CRFD suggests it is a figurative expression which bears the meaning of being 
surrounded by one’s court (être entouré de sa cour), the court being people interested in what 
one has to say. The target-language verb plastronner, which Bernard and Besse used to 
paraphrase the L1 idiom, could be translated as ‘to be full of oneself’(OHFD). Accordingly, 
their translation conveys an entirely different meaning and can be considered incorrect. In this 
case, the partial equivalent tenir salon (‘to hold a salon’) which CNRTL defines as either 
‘recevoir’ (‘to receive’) or ‘se réunir pour converser; p. ext., bavarder’ (‘to meet to converse; 




“So…Clare has been telling him to take a hike, and he thinks that if he just hangs in there long 
enough, something will happen, and he’ll end up with her.” (425) 
 
- Donc… Claire l'a envoyé promener, mais il croit qu’en patientant le temps qu’il faut il 
arrivera quelque chose, et qu’elle lui tombera dans les bras. (431) 
 
Take a hike is an idiom used to rudely tell someone to go away (MD). OHFD translates it with 
a parallel idiom as va te faire voir (‘go make yourself see’) which, as CNRTL explains, is also 
an expression used to get rid of someone. Bernard and Besse, however, decided to use envoyer 
qqn promener (‘to send someone for a walk’) which bears the same meaning (‘repousser sans 
ménagement’ or ‘to dismiss in a rough way’; PR) and may, in this case, be an even better choice, 
as it is a partial equivalent of the source-language idiom take a hike. It is translated by the use 





“My own personal fat lady is singing, Gomez. Time’s up. Game over.” (491) 
 
- Mes carottes sont quasi cuites, Gomez. C’est l’heure. Game over. (495) 
 
Such use of the fat lady’s singing comes from the saying it isn’t over until the fat lady sings. It 
means that it is ‘still possible for a situation to change’. When Henry says that “[his] own 
personal fat lady is singing”, he states that it is over: his life is coming to an end and he is going 
to die soon. The saying can be used as a proverb or, as in this case, as an idiom. CRFD translates 
it as il ne faut jamais désespérer (‘one must never give up’) which is a paraphrase of the source-
language idiom. Fortunately, the translators used the phraseological parallel (with a similar 
meaning but a different form and imagery) les carottes sont cuites instead. While PR defines it 
as ‘tout est fini, perdu’ (‘it is all over, all is lost’), CNRTL’s definition is ‘tout est décidé, il 
n'est plus possible d'y changer quelque chose’ (‘it is all decided, it is no longer possible to 




“Jesus. After drinking this awful stuff and just generally being à bloody martyr for fifteen years 
I think I’ve earned the right to have everybody I know file past my casket and say, ‘He died 
with his boots on.’” (492–493) 
 
- Nom de Dieu. Après avoir ingurgité cette décoction infâme et avoir été dans l’ensemble 
un putain de martyr pendant quinze ans, je pense avoir gagné le droit de voir tous mes 
amis défiler devant mon cercueil et lancer : « Il est mort au sommet de sa gloire. » 
(497) 
 
To die with one’s boots on means ‘to die while still active’ (CED). CRFD translates it as mourir 
debout (‘to die standing’) which CNRTL defines as to die ‘en pleine activité, dans l'exercice de 
ses fonctions ordinaires’ (‘while fully involved in an activity, while performing one’s daily 
duties’). To die with one’s boots on and mourir debout are, therefore, phraseological parallels 
or functionally appropriate equivalents with a similar meaning but a different form. The 
translators, however, transferred the idiom to French by means of a paraphrase, using the 
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expression au sommet de sa gloire which translates as ‘at the height of one’s glory’. Their 
translation of the source-language idiom is, accordingly, not only not as accurate as it could 




“Jesus. After drinking this awful stuff and just generally being a bloody martyr for fifteen years 
I think I’ve earned the right to have everybody I know file past my casket and say, ‘He died 
with his boots on.’ Or something like that. I’m counting on Henry to be there quoting Donne, 
‘Death, be not proud, you stupid motherfucker.’ It’ll be beautiful.”  
I laugh. “Well, if Henry can’t make it, I’ll come.” (492–493) 
 
- Nom de Dieu. Après avoir ingurgité cette décoction infâme et avoir été dans l’ensemble 
un putain de martyr pendant quinze ans, je pense avoir gagné le droit de voir tous mes 
amis défiler devant mon cercueil et lancer : « Il est mort au sommet de sa gloire. » Ou 
un truc dans ce gout-là. J’ai bien l’intention qu’Henry soit present pour citer Donne : « 
Sois moins superbe, Mort, espèce de stupide garce. » Ce sera magnifique. 
Je pouffe. 
- Eh bien, si Henry ne peut pas y assister, je viendrai à sa place. (497) 
 
In this case, make it can be understood in two different ways: ‘to be able to be present at a 
particular event’ or ‘to not die as a result of an illness or accident’ (MD). It is also likely that it 
is intentionally used as an ambiguous combination of both. In the first sense, CRFD translates 
it as y parvenir or y arriver (‘to reach’ or ‘to arrive’); it does not, however, offer any definitions 
for the second one. Bernard and Besse translated it by means of a paraphrase, producing a 
similarly ambiguous construction in French as well. Ne pas pouvoir y assister means ‘to not be 
able to attend’ which covers both meanings, as the reason for the person’s inability to attend is 






Out of the thirty idioms selected for the purposes of this analysis, six (20%) were translated by 
the use of a target-language idiom with a similar meaning and form. Eight (26.6̅%) of them 
were translated by a target-language idiom with a similar meaning but different form. Fifteen 
(50%) idioms were transferred to French by means of a paraphrase, and one (3.3̅%) by means 
of compensation. None (0%) of them was omitted.  
 
Figure 1: Translation strategies used in idiom translation 
 
 
Accordingly, a closer look at the source- and target-language constructions reveals that three 
(10%) idioms were translated using their full equivalents which match in syntactic and lexical 
form, as well as the imagery basis. Three (10%) of them have been transferred to French by 
means of partial equivalents which carry a (near-)identical meaning but differ in either lexical 
or syntactic structure, or draw on different imagery. There are eight (26.6̅%) phraseological 
parallels which match in their core meaning but differ in their lexical and syntactic form and 
use different imagery, whereas as many as 16 (53.3̅%) source-language idioms were translated 
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Figure 2: Idioms according to phraseological equivalence 
 
 
For the most part, Bernard and Besse managed to translate the idioms correctly. While the use 
of full equivalents successfully recreated the source-language effect in the target language as 
well, some aspects of meaning (especially connotations) have been partially lost in translation 
with partial equivalents, phraseological parallels and, particularly, non-equivalents3. As 
semantics is inherently specific to each language of choice, a partial loss of meaning was to be 
expected. The degree to which it extends does, however, also depend on the human factor; 
specifically, on the translators and their ability to identify, interpret and transfer the idioms 
correctly. 
 
Out of the thirty idioms, Bernard and Besse translated twenty-four (80%) in a satisfactory way. 
Three (10%) idioms were, technically speaking, translated in an appropriate way, but their 
transfer to French could easily be improved by just as accurate expressions with a higher degree 
of idiomaticity. Three (10%) other idioms still were translated incorrectly, conveying different 
core meanings in the target-language. 
 
                                                 
3
 Non-equivalents subsume constructions translated by means of a paraphrase or compensation. 











Figure 3: Suitability of idiom translation 
 
 
If we compare the numbers of the English and French idioms, we can see that fourteen source-
language idioms were translated by means of a target-language idiom (46.6̅ %), which is quite 
a lot considering the two languages come from different families, namely the Germanic and 
Romance groups respectively. The majority (26.6̅%) of those idioms were translated by the use 
of phraseological parallels, while full (10%) and partial (10%) equivalents (L2 idioms with 
similar meanings and forms) were only proposed in 20% of the cases.  
 
Had the translators provided better French counterparts for the three idiom examples I have 
found lacking (examples 5, 12 and 23), the results would show a 10% increase in the occurrence 
of target-language idioms within the frame of the French translation, amounting to a total of 
56.6̅ %. Along with the suggestions I provided for the examples Bernard and Besse translated 
incorrectly (examples 10, 26 and 29), this number could grow by an extra 10%, resulting in as 
much as 66.6̅ % of target-language idioms as compared to their occurrence in the source 
language text. In this case, the French translation would contain two additional partial 
equivalents and four extra phraseological parallels, affecting their phraseological equivalence 








Table 1: Phraseological equivalence of French and English idioms; equivalence comparison created on 
the basis of the existing translation and improvement suggestions 
Phraseological equivalence % according to the existing 
translation  
% according to the existing 
translation were it corrected 
with the above suggestions 
Full equivalents 10% 10% 
Partial equivalents 10% 16.6̅% 
Phraseological parallels 26.6̅% 40% 
Non-equivalents 53.3̅% 33.3̅ % 
 
As evident from Table 1 above, the percentage of similar or parallel idiomatic constructions 
could rise even further in favour of equivalent source- and target-language idioms, had the 
translators provided more suitable idiom translations in cases where they transferred them in an 
unsatisfactory or incorrect way.  
 
In general, full and partial equivalents match in (nearly) all aspects of their meaning, as well as 
their structure, figurativeness and richness of expression, and have the same effect on the reader. 
Except for their imagery, which differs inherently in the two languages, and structure, which is 
in some cases (examples 24 and 27) more complex in French, the same applies to phraseological 
parallels which are just as effective in the target language as they are in the source language. 
When it comes to non-equivalents translated by either paraphrase (fifteen idioms) or 
compensation (one idiom), their structure has mostly shown to be more complex in French, 
which was to be expected considering that their transfer may require some additional 
explanation. As expected, the degree of figurativeness and richness of expression is generally 
much lower in idioms translated by means of a paraphrase, and, in most cases, the translated 
expressions are significantly less effective, either for the lack of figurativeness, richness of 
expression, imagery or even the expressive function which changed with translation. Their 
effect on the reader was also largely affected by cases of inaccurate translation which then 
conveyed entirely different messages. The one example of compensation showed to be 
structurally more complex and transparent in French than in English; overall, it does, however, 
have a similar effect on the reader in both languages.  
 
All in all, the analysis has shown that at least a little under a half (46.6̅%) of English idioms 
were translated into French by the use of (near-)identical, similar or parallel idiomatic 
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expressions. To put it differently, the same, similar or parallel idioms were used to express the 
same or similar concepts in both English and French. Of those 46.6̅%, 10% have the same 
syntactic and lexical forms, while 10% convey the same meaning but express it with slightly 
different forms. 26.6̅% of English and French idioms match in meaning but take different forms 
and use dissimilar imagery. Based on Bernard and Besse’s translation, 53.3̅% of English idioms 
have no idiomatic equivalents in French. They are most often translated by means of a 
paraphrase (50%) and occasionally by compensation (3.3̅%). The analysis also shows that there 
are no concepts so unique to English that they could not be translated into French; accordingly, 









Idioms turn out to be one of the most challenging parts of phraseology, especially when it comes 
to translation. As they are intrinsically specific to any given language of choice, translation with 
direct target-language counterparts is rarely a viable option, which is why translators often have 
to be resourceful so as to ensure a successful cross-cultural transfer. Unfortunately, that can 
result in varying degrees of loss of meaning, and particularly of idiomatic richness, as proved 
to be the case in the French translation of Niffenegger’s The Time Traveler’s Wife done by 
Nathalie Besse and Jean-Pascal Bernard. 
 
The goal of the present thesis was to explore idioms in translation from English into French and 
examine the occurrence of (near-)identical, similar and parallel idiomatic pairs, as well as non-
equivalents (idioms with no idiomatic target-language counterparts). The purpose was to 
observe their transfer from the source language to the target language using different translation 
strategies, and note the changes produced by the process. 
 
In the theoretical part, I provided an overview of the field of phraseology, examined different 
phraseological units and clarified the differences between various types of phrasemes before 
focusing on idioms, their cross-linguistic equivalence and idiom translation along with its 
challenges and strategies. In the empirical part, I compared the selected idiomatic pairs, 
discussed the effectiveness of their translation and provided my own suggestions in cases where 
the translation was incorrect or lacking. 
 
The most commonly used translation strategy was by far that of a paraphrase, followed by 
translation by a target-language idiom with a similar meaning and different form and translation 
by a target-language idiom with a similar meaning. There was one case of compensation, while 
none of the idioms was omitted. Accordingly, over a half of English idioms were translated 
using non-equivalent, and thus non-idiomatic target-language constructions, whereas a little 
under a half of them were transferred by the use of target-language idioms. Among these, 
phraseological parallels turned out to be the most common equivalent types, followed by 
equally represented pairs of full and partial equivalents. While the latter (almost) completely 
preserved all the aspects of meaning in the target-language, the former already showed to be 
partly lost in translation, since different imagery inevitably carries different connotations. As 
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far as the non-equivalents are concerned, most of their aspects of meaning have been lost in the 
absence of idiomaticity.   
 
As none of the idioms was omitted, the analysis suggests that there are no concepts so inherently 
unique to English that they could not be transferred to the French translation. Since the 
percentage of source-language idioms translated with target-language idioms is close to 50, 
with as many as a fifth of them by exactly the same or very similar idiomatic counterparts, it 









Vu que chaque langue a son propre ensemble d'expressions fixes ou figées, nous ne pouvouns 
pas nous attendre à rencontrer de nombreux éléments linguistiques avec des formes similaires 
dans deux langues difféferentes, d’autant moins lorsqu’il s’agit d’expressions idiomatiques, 
également appelées idiomes. Comme il existe usuellement très peu d’idiomes qui peuvent être 
traduits utilisant d’équivalents idiomatiques dans la langue cible, l’idiomaticité est 
généralement considérée comme l’une des parties les plus difficiles de la traduction. 
 
Ce travail de master explore la mesure dans laquelle cela s’applique à la traduction de l’anglais 
au français, puisque les deux langues évoluaient côte à côte pendant des siècles. Les 
Britanniques et les Français partagent une histoire commune qui remonte à la conquête 
normande du 11ème siècle, lorsque les deux langues coexistaient et, essentiellement, se 
mélangeaient. Le vieil anglais était directement ou indirectement influencé par le français, ce 
qui résultait particulièrement dans les modifications du lexique et de la grammaire du moyen 
anglais. En conséquence, plus de cinquante pour cent des mots anglais actuels sont d’origine 
française (Baugh et Cable 2002, 158-78), d’où la possibilité d’idiomes similaires ou même 
identiques dans les deux langues. 
 
L’objectif de ce travail est d’examiner les idiomes comme ils se présentent dans le roman 
d’Audrey Niffenegger The Time Traveler’s Wife (2005) et sa traduction française Le temps 
n’est rien (2006) par Nathalie Besse et Jean-Pascal Bernard. Le travail étudie non seulement 
d’idiomes (presque) identiques et similaires (la même signification fondamentale, la forme ou 
l’image différentes), mais aussi parallèles (l’idée identique ou similaire, le choix de mots et 
l’image différents) et finalement d’idiomes sans équivalents idiomatiques dans la langue cible. 
En fait, le but c’est d’observer la manière de laquelle ils passent d’une langue à l’autre utilisant 
de différents méthodes de traduction, ainsi que les changements potentiels occasionés par le 




Ce travail de master est divisé en une partie théorique et une partie empirique. Dans la partie 
théorique, nous discutons du domaine de la phraséologie, examinons de différentes unités 
phraséologiques, clarifions les différences entre idiomes et expressions fixes, abordons les 
idiomes, leurs types et équivalence interlinguistique. Ensuite, nous examinons la traduction 
d’idiomes, ses défis et difficultés et puis passons on revue de différentes strategies de traduction. 
Dans la partie empirique, nous analysons une sélection de trente idiomes en traduction, 
comparant leur occurence dans les langues source et cible et proposant nos propres solutions 
dans les cas où nous éstimons que la traduction par Bernard et Besse est inexacte. Nous 
concluons avec un chapitre sur nos observations concernant le succès du transfert des idiomes 





2 La théorie 
 
2.1 La phraséologie 
 
La phraséologie est une branche relativement nouvelle de la linguistique, « définie de manière 
vague comme l’étude de phrases conventionnelles, où ‘phrase’ désigne toute expression 
composée de plusieurs mots jusqu’au niveau de la phrase » (Pawley 2001, 122, comme cité 
dans Gabrovšek 2005, 168). Son objet peut être expliqué par le principe idiomatique de Sinclair 
qui sous-tend l’idée que les mots fonctionnent dans des séquences préférées qui ne se produisent 
pas au hasard et ne résultent pas seulement de la grammaticalité, mais aussi de la tendance de 
certains mots à compléter d’autres (Sinclair 1991, 110). Étant donné que la phraséologie était 
longtemps considérée comme une sous-discipline de la lexicologie (Gläser 1978, 271-72, 
comme cité dans Vrbinc 1997, 128-29), il n’existe toujours pas un véritable consensus sur les 
définitions des unités phraséologiques, encore moins sur leur classification systématique. 
 
2.2 Les unités phraséologiques 
 
Dans le domaine de la phraséologie, les unités phraséologiques sont connues sous plusieures 
appellations différentes, parmi lesquelles unité phraséologique (« phraseological unit »), 
phrasème (« phraseme ») et phraséologisme (« phraseologism ») . Bien qu’elles n’apparaissent 
pas si couramment dans les sources anglaises, ces expressions sont assez fréquentes en français. 
D’autres expressions incluent unités polylexicales (« multi-word units »), qui est probablement 
l’une des expressions les moins ambiguës, mais aussi idiome ou expression idiomatique 
(« idiom ») et expression figée (« fixed expression »), qui ne constituent pas le meilleur choix 
en raison d’intérpretations différentes et la confusion qui pourrait en découler. La plupart du 
temps, idiome est, en fait, utilisée dans son interprétation étroite désignant des unités 
polylexicales fixes et non-transparentes, alors qu’expression figée englobe des éléments (tels 
que des collocations et idiomes) qui permettent un certain degré de transformation et ne sont 
donc pas absolument fixes. Dans ce travail de master, phrasème, unité polylexicale et unité 
phraséologique seront utilisées comme terme générique pour toutes les sous-catégories établies, 




2.3 Les idiomes 
 
Idiomes représentent le type de phrasème le plus irrégulier (Dobrovol'skij and Piirainen 2005, 
39). Ils constituent une catégorie de lexèmes entièrement différente comme ils peuvent même 
être reconnus pas des « locuteurs naïfs sur le plan linguistique » car leur structure et sémantique 
diffèrent considérablement des autres unités lexicales et de la manière dont elles apparaissent 
dans un texte choisi (Fellbaum 2007, 11). De nombreux linguistes (tout particulièrement 
Fernando 1996, 3 et Dobrovol’skij and Piirainen 2005, 40) conviennent que dans leur sens 
étroit, les idiomes sont généralement déterminés par trois caractéristiques fondamentalles : 
1. La composition : ils sont communément reconnus comme un type d’unités polylexicales 
2. Le figement : ils sont des expressions conventionnelles à structure relativement fixe 
3. L’opacité : ils ont une signification non-transparente qui n’égale pas à celle de la somme 
de ses parties constituantes 
 
2.3.1 Les types d'idiomes 
 
Dans son analyse approfondie des expressions fixes, Makkai (1972, comme cité dans Moon 
1998, 10) établit une distinction entre les idiomes de décodage (« idioms of decoding ») et les 
idiomes d’encodage (« idioms of encoding »). Les idiomes de décodage sont des idiomes qui 
pourraient, en ce qui concerne leur structure, être considérés comme des idiomes ou comme des 
constructions non-idiomatiques (par ex. vendre la mèche ou ang. to spill the beans). Les 
idiomes d’encodage, en revanche, incluent des expressions faites de combinaisons de mots qui 
semblent logiques mais ne sont pas forcément prévisibles (par ex. l’usage de à dans rouler à 
110 km/h ou at dans « drive at 70 m.p.h. »). 
En ce qui concerne leur signification, les idiomes peuvent être divisés en trois catégories en 
fonction de leur opacité (Fernando 1996, 35-36; Moon 1998, 22-23) : 
1. Les idiomes purs (« pure idioms ») : les unités polylexicales fixes au sens non-
transparent dont le décodage est presque, sinon tout à fait impossible (par ex. vendre la 
mèche ou ang. to spill the beans) 
2. Les semi-idiomes (« semi-idioms ») : les unités polylexicales relativement fixes qui 
comprennent au moins un élément littéral et un autre non-littéral qui, combinées l’un à 
l’autre, produisent un sens spécial (par ex. blague cochonne ou ang. blue joke) 
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3. Les idiomes littéraux (« literal idioms ») : les unités polylexicales qui répondent au 
critère d'invariabilité (limitée) mais se révèlent être le moins complexes des trois classes 
sur le plan sémantique et peuvent donc être décodés au moins de la connaissance 
pratique d’un individu (par ex. donner vie à qch ou ang. to breathe life into sth) 
 
2.4 L’équivalence interlinguistique 
 
Reflétant l’identité historique, culturelle et sociologique d’une nation (Češčut 2005, 138), les 
idiomes n’ont pas nécessairement des équivalents idiomatiques dans d’autres langues. Une 
analyse interlinguistique peut donc révéler que les idiomes de deux langues quelconques 
partagent des degrés d’équivalence différents. Dans son analyse (2011, 7-9), Dobrovol’skij 
propose quatre catégories d’équivalence, les separant ainsi en : 
1. Les équivalents absolus : ce sont les idiomes des langues source (L1) et cible (L2) « qui 
sont identiques en ce qui concerne le sens, la structure syntaxique et lexicale et la base 
de l’image » mais tolèrent dans certains cas des variations morphologiques ou lexicales 
(Ibid.) (par ex. être tout oreilles et ang. to be all ears) 
2. Les équivalents partiels : ce sont les idiomes qui prendent une signification identique 
ou presque identique, mais diffèrent soit par la forme syntaxique, soit par la base de 
l’image (par ex. mordre la poussière et ang. to bite the dust vs. all. ins Gras beißen : 
litt. ‘mordre l’herbe’)  
3. Les parallèles phraséologiques : ce sont « les idiomes différents de L1 et L2 qui se 
correspondent dans la signification fondamentale, mais pas en ce qui concèrne l’élément 
de l’image » (par ex. acheter chat en poche et ang. to buy a pig in a poke) 
4. Les non-équivalents : ce sont les idiomes qui n’ont pas d’équivalent idiomatique dans 
la langue cible (par ex. rus. objasnit’ na pal’cax čto-l. ; litt. “expliquer qch sur les 
doigts” signifiant « expliquer qch aussi simplement que possible ») 
 
2.5 La traduction d’idiomes 
 
La tradution en tant que telle exige une connaissance théorique et pratique approfondie des 
langues source et cible, une attention particulière aux détails et des professionnels expérimentés 
qui traduisent, de préférence, dans leur langue maternelle ou celle d’usage habituel (Baker 1999, 
passim). La traduction des idiomes est encore plus complexe : il faut d’abord « les reconnaître 
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et les interpréter correctement » et puis transférer « les divers aspects de [leur] sens [...] dans la 
langue cible » (Baker 1999, 65). Et cela peut être plus difficile qu'il n'y parait. 
Selon Baker (1999, 68-70), la traduction peut s’avérer particulièrement difficile lorsque des 
idiomes : 
- n’ont pas d’équivalent dans la langue cible 
- se ressemblent mais s’utilisent normalement dans des contextes différents, « [...] 
prendent des connotations différentes [...] ou ne [sont] pas transférables de la maniére 
pragmatique »  
- prendent une signification à la fois idiomatique et littérale 
- sont utilisés dans des registres et des contextes différents 
Dans ces cas-là, leur traduction ne peut guère produire des équivalents aussi efficaces dans la 
langue cible qu’il le sont dans la langue source.  
 
2.5.1 Les stratégies de traduction des idiomes 
 
Pour produire une traduction précise, il est impératif que les caractéristiques d’un idiome soient 
transférées dans la langue cible. Le traducteur doit recréer son style, son registre et son effect 
rhéthorique originaux (Baker 1999, 72) et en reprendre tous les aspects sémantiques, y compris 
la dénotation, la connotation, le métaphore et le contexte (Vevar 2001, 119, comme cité dans 
Valenčič Arh 2007, 569). 
Selon Baker  (Baker 1999, 71-78) et partiellement Valenčič Arh (2007, 567-73), la traduction 
des idiomes peut être réalisée à l’aide des stratégies de traduction suivantes : 
 
1. Un idiome de la langue cible avec une signification et une forme similaires 
 
Cela inclut les idiomes des langues source et cible qui sont équivalents dans (presque) tous les 
aspects sémantiques, ainsi que dans la structure et la base de l’image. Un tel transfert n’est 
généralement possible que dans le cas d’un chevauchement culturel (par ex. sa vie ne tient qu’à 
un fil et ang. his life hangs on a thread) ou une expérience universelle (par ex. jeter une ombre 
sur et ang. cast a shadow over) (Newmark 2001, 88). Dans ces cas-là, cette stratégie peut être 





2. Un idiome de la langue cible avec une signification similaire mais une forme 
différente 
 
Cette stratégie consiste à traduire des idiomes de la langue source par des idiomes de la langue 
cible qui ont des significations similaires, mais sont basés sur des images différents et prennent 
donc des formes différentes (par ex. il faut hurler avec les loups et ang. if you can’t beat them, 
join them) . C’est particulièrement appropriée lorsque la langue cible ne possède pas un idiome 
(presque) identique à son équivalent de la langue source, mais c’est également souvent utilisée 
dans les cas où le traducteur décide de se montrer créatif ou conclut qu’un phrasème différent 
renforcerait la compréhension du groupe cible. (Valenčič Arh 2007, 571) 
 
3. La paraphrase 
 
Si un équivalent est impossible à déterminer ou si un idiome est jugé inapproprié dans le registre 
ou le contexte de la langue cible, les traducteurs souvent décident de le réformuler (Baker 1999, 
74). Cela peut malheuresement engendrer une perte de connotation, de fonction expressive 




Cette stratégie est parfois utilisée lorsqu’il n’y a pas d’équivalent proche dans la langue cible, 
l’idiome de la langue source est difficile à paraphraser ou les directives stylistiques de la langue 
cible déconseillent son apparition dans des registres particuliers (Baker 1999, 77). 
 
5. La compensation 
 
La compensation consiste essentiellement à omettre les expressions idiomatiques ou à 
minimiser leur importance dans une certaine partie du texte et les introduire ultérieurement. 
Cette stratégie est généralement utilisée en vue de « compenser toute perte de sens, de force 
émotionnelle ou d’effet stylistique qui est impossible de reproduire d’une manière directe dans 





3 La métodologie 
 
Dans la partie analytique de notre travail de master, nous examinons les expressions 
idiomatiques telles qu’elles apparaissent dans The Time Traveler’s Wife par Audrey 
Niffenegger et sa traduction française Le temps n’est rien par Nathalie Besse et Jean-Pascal 
Bernard. Nous comparons le texte dans la langue source à celui de la langue cible, déterminons 
les types d’équivalence interlinguistique utilisés, analysons les changements liés au transfert 
(ou leur absence) et discutons l’(in)efficacité de la traduction d’idiomes. 
 
Notre analyse a commencé par la lecture des deux livres, l’identification des idiomes et la 
comparaison de leur occurrence dans les deux langues. Pour identifier les idiomes, nous avons 
décidé de nous concentrer sur leur interprétation étroite qui les définit par les trois critéres 
suivants : 
1. La composition : les idiomes sont des unités polylexicales 
2. Le figement : les idiomes sont des expressions conventionnelles à structure relativement 
fixe 
3. L’opacité : les idiomes prendent une signification idiomatique et relativement non-
transparente 
 
Bien que ce ne soit pas la seule interprétation d’idiomes possible, c’est celle que nous avons 
trouvée la plus convenable pour cet analyse pratique, car elle facilite une identification précise 
des idiomes et est donc particulièrement appropriée à la pragmatique d’une telle étude. 
Conformément à cette prémisse, l’opacité sémantique a été adoptée comme critère principal 
pour l’identification et l’analyse des idiomes en traduction et les idiomes littéraux en ont été 
exclus. 
 
Pour comparer les idiomes source et cible, nous avons adopté la classification de l’équivalence 
phraséologique de Dobrovol’skij, selon laquelle les idiomes sont divisés en quatre groupes 
différents : 
1. Les équivalents complets ou absolus 
2. Les équivalents partiels 
3. Les parallèles phraséologiques 




Conformément à cette classification, nous avons examiné les idiomes en termes de stratégies 
de traduction, analysant la manière de laquelle les traducteurs les ont transférés du texte source 
au texte cible. Les stratégies comprennent la traduction à l’aide d’: 
1. Un idiome de la langue cible avec une signification et une forme similaires 
2. Un idiome de la langue cible avec une signification similaire mais une forme différente 
3. Une paraphrase 
4. Une omission 
5. Une compensation 
 
Sur la base de ces critères, nous avons sélectionné 30 idiomes comprenant au moins un exemple 
par catégorie ou stratégie de traduction (si possible). Ensuite, nous avons analysé leur 
occurrence et l’adéquation de leur traduction en consultant les dictionnaires suivants : 
- Collins English Dictionary (CED) 
- Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary & Thesaurus (CALDT) 
- Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (LDCE)  
- Macmillan Dictionary (MD) 
- Collins Robert French Dictionary (version imprimée: CRFD; version en ligne: 
CRFDO) 
- Oxford Hachette French Dictionary (OHFD) 
- Le Nouveau Petit Robert (PR) 
- Centre National de Ressources Textuelles et Lexicales (CNRTL) 
 
Le choix des dictionnaires utilisés pour l’analyse d’exemples individuels dépend de la 





4 La partie analytique 
 
Dans cet analyse, nous étudions 30 expressions idiomatiques en traduction de l’anglais au 
français telles qu’elles apparaissent dans The Time Traveler’s Wife par Niffenegger et sa 
traduction française par Besse et Bernard. Nous observons la manière dont les idiomes sont 
traduits d’une langue à l’autre et les changements engendrés par le transfert dit. En plus, nous 
examinons les idiomes du point de vue de l’équivalence phraséologique et discutons l’effet 
qu’ils produisent sur le lecteur pour déterminer l’efficacité de leur traduction. Dans les cas où 
la traduction est considérée comme incorrecte ou inexacte, nous en fournissons nos propres 





Also I need to take a leak. (87) 
 
D’autant que j’ai besoin de pisser un coup. (97) 
 
 
To take a leak est une expression argotique qui signifie ‘uriner’ (ang. ‘to urinate (=to pass 
liquid waste from [one’s] body)’) (MD). CRFD la traduit comme pisser (ang. ‘to piss’). En 
conséquence, les traducteurs l’ont transféré en français correctement, en utilisant la stratégie de 
traduction à l’aide d’une paraphrase. Ainsi, l’image et la richesse idiomatique de l’idiome de la 
langue source one été perdues dans la traduction. Il existe, toutefois, en français un équivalent 
meilleur qu’ils auraient pu utiliser à sa place ; à savoir lâcher de l’eau (ang. ‘to release water’), 
un équivalent partiel de to take a leak. Bien que sa forme diffère toujours de celle de l’idiome 




5 Les observations 
 
Sur les trente idiomes sélectionnés pour les besoins de la présente analyse, 20% ont été traduits 
utilisant un idiome de la langue cible avec une signification et une forme similaires. 26.6̅% 
d’entre eux ont été traduits utilisant un idiome de la langue cible avec une signification similaire 
mais une forme différente. 50% des idiomes ont été transférés au français au moyen d’une 
paraphrase et 3.3̅% au moyen d’une compensation. Aucun d’entre eux (0%) n’a été omis. 
 
En conséquence, un examen plus attentif des constructions dans les langues source et cible 
révèle que 46.6̅% des idiomes de la langue source ont été traduits au moyen d’un idiome de la 
langue cible. 10% d’entre eux ont été traduits en utilisant leurs équivalents absolus qui leur 
corréspondent aux formes syntaxique et lexicale, ainsi que la base de l’image. 10% ont été 
transférés au français au moyen d’équivalents partiels qui ont une signification (presque) 
identique, mais diffèrent soit par la structure lexicale ou syntaxique, soit par la base de l’image. 
26.6̅% des expressions idiomatiques appartiennent à la catégorie des parallèles phraséologiques 
qui se correspondent dans leur signification fondamentale, mais se différencient par leurs 
formes lexicale et syntaxique et les images sur lesquelles ils reposent, alors que autant que 
53.3̅% des idiomes de la langue source ont été traduits à l’aide des non-équivalents de la langue 
cible.  
 
En grande partie (80%), Bernard et Besse ont traduit les idiomes de manière correcte et 
satisfaisante. Théoriquement parlant, 10% des idiomes ont été traduits de manière correcte, 
mais leur transfert en français pourrait facilement être amélioré par des expressions également 
précises avec un degré d’idiomaticité plus élevé. 10% des idiomes ont été traduits de façon 
incorrecte, communiquant ainsi des idées différentes dans la langue cible. Si les traducteurs 
fournissaient des équivalents meilleurs pour ces cas-là, les résultats indiqueraient une 
augmentation de 20% du nombre d’idiomes dans la langue cible, ce qui donnerait autant que 
66,6̅ % des idiomes de la langue source traduits par des idiomes équivalents de la langue cible. 
 
En général, les équivalents complets et partiels anglais et français se correspondent à (presque) 
tous les aspects sémantiques, ainsi qu’à leur structure, figuralité et richesse d’expression. En 
plus, ils ont le même effet sur le lecteur. À l’exception de leurs images, qui diffèrent de manière 
inhérente dans les deux langues, et de leur structure, qui dans certains cas semble plus complexe 
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en français, le même s’applique aux parralèlles phraséologiques qui sont aussi efficaces en 
français qu’ils le sont en anglais. En ce qui concerne les non-équivalents traduits soit par une 
paraphrase (50%), soit par une compensation (3.3̅%), leur structure s’est majoritairement 
révélée plus complexe en français qu’en anglais, ce qui était prévisible étant donné que leur 





6 La conclusion 
 
Les idiomes se révèlent être l’une des parties les plus difficiles de la phraséologie, encore plus 
dans le cadre de la traduction. Vu qu’ils sont intrinsèquement spécifiques à une langue de choix, 
la traduction avec des équivalents absolus n’est qu’une option rarement viable. C’est pourquoi 
les traducteurs doivent souvent se montrer débrouillards pour assurer le succès du transfert 
interculturel. Malheuresement, cela peut entraîner de divers degrés de perte sémantique et 
particulièrement de richesse idiomatique, comme le prouve la traduction française de The Time 
Traveler’s Wife de Niffenegger réalisée par Nathalie Besse et Jean-Pascal Bernard. 
 
L’objectif du présent travail était d’explorer les idiomes dans la traduction de l’anglais en 
français et d’examiner l’occurrence de paires idiomatiques (presque) identiques, similaires et 
parallèles, ainsi que de non-équivalents (idiomes sans équivalents idiomatiques dans la langue 
cible). Le but était d’observer leur transfert de la langue source à la langue cible au moyen de 
stratégies de traduction différentes et de noter les changements produits par le processus en 
question. 
 
Dans la partie théorique, nous avons fourni un aperçu du domaine de la phraséologie, examiné 
des unités phraséologiques différentes et clarifié les disparités entre divers types de phrasèmes, 
avant de nous focaliser sur les idiomes, leur équivalence interlinguistique et leur traduction avec 
ses défis et stratégies. Dans la partie empirique, nous avons comparé les paires idiomatiques 
sélectionnées, discuté de l’efficacité de leur traduction et fourni nos propres suggestions dans 
les cas où la traduction a été considéré comme incorrecte ou déficiente. 
 
La stratégie de traduction la plus couramment utilisée était de loin celle d’une paraphrase, suivie 
de la traduction par l’utilisation d’un idiome de la langue cible avec une signification similaire 
et une forme différente, ainsi que la traduction par l’utilisation d’un idiome de la langue cible 
avec une signification et une forme similaires. Il y a eu un cas de compensation, mais aucun des 
idiomes n’a été omis. En conséquence, plus de la moitié des idiomes anglais ont été traduits 
utilisant des constructions non-équivalentes et donc non-idiomatiques, alors qu’un peu moins 
de la moitié d’entre eux ont été transférés dans la langue cible à l’aide de différents types 
d’idiomes. Les parallèles phraséologiques se sont révélés être le type d’équivalents le plus 
courant, suivi par les paires d’équivalents absolus et partiels également représentés. Alors que 
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les aspects sémantiques de celui-ci ont été (presque) complètement préservé, la sémantique de 
celui-là a déjà été partiellement perdue dans la traduction, comme des images différentes portent 
inévitablement des connotations différentes. En ce qui concerne les non-équivalents, la plupart 
de leurs aspects sémantiques ont été perdus à défaut d’idiomaticité. 
 
Comme aucun des idiomes n’a été omis, l’analyse suggère qu’il n’existe pas de concepts aussi 
intrinsèquement uniques en anglais qu’ils ne puissent être traduits en français. Étant donné que 
la pourcentage d’idiomes traduits par des idiomes de la langue cible est près de la moitié, avec 
une cinquième d’entre eux par le biais des équivalents idiomatiques identiques ou très 
similaires, il semble que la coexistence de l’anglais et du français a inévitablement influencé 
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